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Abstract
Bitmap indexes are routinely used to speed up simple aggregate queries
in databases. Set operations such as intersections, unions and complements
can be represented as logical operations (and, or, not). However, less is
known about the application of bitmap indexes to more advanced queries.
We want to extend the applicability of bitmap indexes. As a starting point,
we consider symmetric Boolean queries (e.g., threshold functions). For ex-
ample, we might consider stores as sets of products, and ask for products
that are on sale in 2 to 10 stores. Such symmetric Boolean queries generalize
intersection, union, and T-occurrence queries.
It may not be immediately obvious to an engineer how to use bitmap
indexes for symmetric Boolean queries. Yet, maybe surprisingly, we find that
the best of our bitmap-based algorithms are competitive with the state-of-
the-art algorithms for important special cases (e.g., MergeOpt, MergeSkip,
DivideSkip, ScanCount). Moreover, unlike the competing algorithms, the
result of our computation is again a bitmap which can be further processed
within a bitmap index.
We review algorithmic design issues such as the aggregation of many
compressed bitmaps. We conclude with a discussion on other advanced
queries that bitmap indexes might be able to support efficiently.
1 Introduction
There are many applications to bitmap indexes, from conventional databases (e.g.,
Oracle [3]) all the way to information retrieval [9] and including on column stores [37].
We are primarily motivated by the application of bitmap indexes to common databases
(i.e., row stores). In this case, it has long been established that bitmap indexes can
This report is intended to be viewed electronically and uses fonts and colours that make it
unsuited for viewing on paper.
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Table 1: Algorithms considered in this report.
Algorithm Source Section
SCANCOUNT [25] § 4.2
HASHCNT variant of SCANCOUNT § 4.2
MGOPT [35] § 4.3
DSK [25] § 4.3
LOOPED novel § 4.5
TREEADD novel § 4.4.2
SSUM related to [33] § 4.4.2
CSVCKT novel § 4.4.2
SRTCKT novel § 4.4.1
SOPCKT novel § 4.4
RBMRG modified from [23] § 4.1
WHEAP [35] § 4.3
WMGSK [25] § 4.3
W2CTA novel § 4.2.2
W2CTN novel § 4.2.2
W2CTI novel § 4.2.2
WSORT novel § 4.2.1
speed up several queries corresponding, e.g., to intersections or unions (such as
SELECT * WHERE A=1 AND B=2). We show that these good results extend to
the more advanced queries we want to consider.
Since bitmap indexes are widely used and basic Boolean operators over the
bitmaps have been found useful in answering queries, our broad goal is to investi-
gate how to integrate symmetric Boolean functions (in particular, threshold func-
tions such as the Majority function) into the set of operations supported on bitmaps.
This would permit queries that arbitrarily combine such complex functions and the
standard operations permitted on bitmaps (OR, AND, XOR, perhaps NOT) and so
forth.
Of course, the set of basic operations (typically depending whether NOT is
provided) may be sufficient to synthesize any required function, symmetric or oth-
erwise. However, the efficiency of such approaches is not clear. To our knowledge,
it has never been investigated in depth: the exception is Rinfret et al. [33] where
two algorithms are compared on a closely related problem.
The concrete contribution of this report is a study of an extensive set of alterna-
tive algorithms (see Table 1) to compute threshold functions over bitmap indexes.
Many of the alternatives can be generalized to handle arbitrary symmetric Boolean
functions. The theoretical analyses of these alternatives are summarized in Ta-
bles 3 and 4. The notation used in the tables can be found in Table 2.
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We shall see that the characteristics of the bitmaps, such as the number of ones
or the number of distinct runs, have a major effect in determining the superior al-
ternatives. This is determined by extensive experiments described in § 5. To obtain
results that correspond to a practical applications of bitmap indexes, we focus on
using threshold functions over bitmap indexes to answer similarity queries.
Similarity Queries: A similarity query presents a prototypical item. We deter-
mine the criteria that this item meets, and then seek all items that meet (at least) T
of these criteria. For example, if a user liked a given movie, he might be interested
in other similar movies (e.g., same director, or same studio, or same leading star,
or same date of release). As part of a recommender system, we might be interested
in identifying quickly all movies satisfying at least T of these criteria.
Similarity queries could be used to study the vocabulary of a corpus of texts.
Items are vocabulary words, and the occurrence within a given text is a binary
attribute. Given a word such as “pod”, we will seek words that occur in many of
the same texts that “pod” occurs in. We might thus find “whale” and “pea”, besides
many words that occur in almost every text. Once filtered of words that occur
commonly across the corpus, we might produce information that would interest a
literary analyst or linguist.
Similarity queries have previously been used with approximate string match-
ing [25, 35]. In this case, items are small chunks of text, and the occurrence of a
particular q-gram is a criterion2. In this previous work, each q-gram has a sorted
list of integers that specify the chunks of text containing it. Ferro et al. [12] solve
a very similar problem, but instead use a bitmap for each q-gram3. Montaneri and
Puglisi [28] extend the bitmap approach to detect near-duplicate documents arriv-
ing over time.
A generalization of a similarity query presents several prototypical items, then
determines the criteria met by at least one of them. We then proceed as before,
finding all items in the database that meet at least T of the criteria.
Another generalization allows criteria to be assigned different weights, to re-
flect their relative importance. In our recommender system, we might want to give
more weight to having the right director than the right movie studio.
Once the criteria have been defined, it is possible to use SQL to handle the rest
of the query. For instance, one might use a query4 like
SELECT ∗ FROM movies WHERE
IF ( Lead=" Sean Penn " , 1 , 0 ) +
2Their experiments used q = 3.
3Their experiments used q = 2.
4MySQL syntax used. Some databases use IIF or CASE instead of IF.
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IF ( S t u d i o =" Paramount " , 1 , 0 ) +
IF ( D i r e c t o r =" R i d l e y S c o t t " , 1 , 0 ) > 2
Assuming you have a bitmap index, can you do better than the row-scan that
would be done by a typical database engine?
Formulation We take N sorted sets over a universe of r distinct values. For our
purposes, we represent sets as bitmaps using r bits. See Table 2.
The sum of the cardinalities of the N sets is B. We apply a threshold T (1 ≤
T ≤ N ), seeking those elements that occur in at least T sets. Because the cases
T = 1 and T = N correspond to intersections and unions, and are well understood,
we assume that 2 ≤ T ≤ N−1. These queries are often called T -overlap [26, 5] or
T -occurrence [25, 18] queries. We show that, indeed, bitmap indexes can be used
to speed up T -overlap queries (when compared with a row-store scan, see § 3).
We can map a T -overlap query to a query over bitmaps using a Boolean thresh-
old function: given N bits, the T -threshold function returns true if at least T bits
are true, it returns false otherwise. A (unary) bitmap index over a table has as many
bitmaps as there are distinct attribute values. Each attribute value (say value v of
attribute a) has a bitmap that encodes the set of row-ids (rids) that satisfy the cri-
terion v = a. A T -overlaps query seeks rids that occur in at least T of N chosen
sets. Since each set is encoded as a bitmap, we need to compute a bitwise threshold
function over the N chosen bitmaps.
Threshold functions are a subset of the symmetric Boolean functions. They
include the majority function: given N bits, the majority function returns true
when dN/2e or more bits are true, and it returns false otherwise.
We denote the processor’s native word length as W (currently5 W = 64 is typ-
ical). An uncompressed bitmap will have dr/W e words. If you have N bitmaps,
then you have Ndr/W e words. To simplify, we assume logN < W < r as well 6
as log r ≤ W , which would typically be the case in the applications we envision.
Also, we assume that B ≥ N , which would be true if there is no empty bitmap.
For the remainder of the paper we assume that a bitmap index has been created
over the table, where each attribute value is represented by a bitmap (compressed or
otherwise). Perhaps the index is smaller than the original table and can fit in main
memory; if not, we assume that at least the N bitmaps involved in the threshold
query can be simultaneously stored in memory. Thus, even if the N bitmaps must
be initially loaded from disk, we only consider in-memory computation. For even
larger datasets, we could assume that the table has been horizontally fragmented
5Common 64-bit PCs have SIMD instructions that work over 128-bit (SSE and AVX) and 256-bit
(AVX2) vectors. These instructions might be used automatically by compilers and interpreters.
6In this paper, logn means log2 n.
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Table 2: Notation used in analyses.
Symbol Meaning
N Number of bitmaps in query
Nmax Maximum value of N allowed
T Minimum threshold
r length of bitmaps (largest index covered)
Bi i
th bitmap
B {Bi}
|Bi| number of ones in ith bitmap
B
∑
i |Bi|
B′ number of ones not in T − 1 largest bitmaps
B′′ number of ones not in L largest bitmaps
L number of long bitmaps reserved in DSK
RUNCOUNT number of runs of zeros and ones in collection of bitmaps
ϑ(T,B) threshold function over bitmaps
ϑ(T, {b1, . . . , bN}) threshold function over bits bi
W machine word size
(the fragments would be much larger than with a row store), such that, for any frag-
ment, anyN bitmaps fit in memory. This paper does not consider external-memory
algorithms that can compute thresholds without using much main memory.
Lower Bound: Towards a lower bound for the problem, note if the output indi-
cates that X entries meet the threshold, we must have processed input such that
at least TX predicate-satisfaction events have been observed. If each such obser-
vation triggers Ω(1) work (as it does with SCANCOUNT (§ 4.2), when a counter
is incremented), this implies an Ω(TX) lower bound. However, this leaves open
the possibility of using bit-level parallelism (readily available in bitmap inputs)
to process several events per machine operation. (See § 4.4.) It also leaves open
the possibility of using Run Length Encoding (RLE), whereby many consecutive
events can be succinctly represented and processed together. We present such an
approach later in § 4.1.
While it might superficially appear that a lower-bound could be based on a need
to read the entire input, note that sometimes there is no such need. For instance,
suppose the threshold is T and we have already processed N − 1 of our N in-
put bitmaps. It is only necessary to inspect the last bitmap at positions where the
current count is T − 1. Other positions already achieve the threshold, or have no
possibility of achieving it. The strategy of skipping portions of the input has been
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Table 3: Time and memory complexity of some threshold algorithms over uncompressed
bitmap indexes. Our memory bounds exclude storage for the input and output bitmaps.
The RBMRG is based on run-length encoding and is thus omitted. Factor rN/W is
required to read all the input one word at a time. We assume that rN/W  N logN .
Actual bitmap libraries may detect that a bitmap has no ones past some word and thus run
faster.
Algorithm Time complexity (big-Oh) Space complexity (big-Oh) Comment
horizontal vertical
SCANCOUNT rN/W +B W r
HASHCNT expected rN/W +B W B
WHEAP rN/W +B logN N N
WMGSK rN/W +B logN N N Note 1
MGOPT r(N − T )/W +B′(log(N − T ) + T ) N − T N − T
DSK r(N − L)/W +B′′(log(N − L) + L) N − L N − L
LOOPED rNT/W T rT/W Note 2
TREEADD rN/W N rN/W Note 3
SSUM rN/W N rN/W Note 3
CSVCKT rN/W N r log(N)/W
SRTCKT log2(N)rN/W N log2N rN log2(N)/W Note 3
SOPCKT NT rN/W NT rNT /W Note 3
W2CTN rN/W +BN WN B
W2CTA rN/W +BN WN B Note 4
W2CTI rN/W +BN WN B Note 4
WSORT rN/W +B logWN WN B Note 5
1 Pruning can allow skipping portions of all bitmaps, so rN/W and B can be reduced, depending on data.
2 While fewer than 7N temporary bitmaps are generated, register-allocation techniques would usually be
able to share space between temporaries. In many cases, space for o(N) bitmaps would suffice.
3 Register allocation should be able to greatly reduce the actual space requirements.
4 Pruning can reduce the amount of temporary data processed, but every input bitmap is completely
scanned. W2CTI prunes more than W2CTA.
5 Vertical implementation would sort B values, for a time of O(rN/W +B logB).
used in prior algorithms noted in Table 1. Theoretically, they typically assume the
ability to do random access on the input, so we can jump over irrelevant portions.
The sorted-list-of-integers representation facilitates this kind of action, as do un-
compressed bitmaps. However, word-aligned compressed bitmap representations
typically do not support the required access in constant time [42]. Nevertheless,
we have been able to adapt this idea to compressed bitmaps: it may require more
than constant time to skip over input, but we can do the work in a small fraction of
the time it would take to process otherwise.
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Table 4: Time and memory complexity of some threshold algorithms over
RLE-compressed bitmap indexes. We assume that one can iterate over the
ones in a RLE-compressed bitmap in Θ(1) time per one. Horizontal or
iterator-based implementations are not considered.
Algorithm Time complexity bound (big-Oh) Space (big-Oh) Comment
SCANCOUNT r +B r Note 1
HASHCNT expected B + (B/T ) log(B/T ) B Note 2
WHEAP B logN N
WMGSK B logN N Note 3
MGOPT B′(log(N − T ) + T ) +B −B′ N Note 3
DSK B′′(log(N − L) + L) +B −B′′ N Note 4
LOOPED NT basic bitmap operations T bitmaps
TREEADD N basic bitmap operations N bitmaps Note 5
SSUM N basic bitmap operations N bitmaps Note 5
CSVCKT N basic bitmap operations logN bitmaps
SRTCKT N log2N basic bitmap ops N log2N bitmaps Note 5
SOPCKT NT basic bitmap ops NT bitmaps Note 5
RBMRG RUNCOUNT logN N
W2CTN BN B
W2CTA BN B Note 6
W2CTI BN B Note 6
WSORT B logB B
1 Access pattern is efficient.
2 Access pattern is inefficient.
3 Pruning can reduce B.
4 Pruning can reduce B′′ and B.
5 With register allocation, the space complexity would typically be much lower than the
value shown, which merely bounds the number of temporary bitmaps created.
6 Pruning reduces N .
2 Background
We next consider relevant background on bitmaps, Boolean functions and two ma-
jor implementation approaches for bitmap operations.
2.1 Bitmaps
We consider compressed and uncompressed bitmaps. The density of a bitmap is
the fraction of its bits that are ones. A bitmap with very low density is sparse, and
such bitmaps arise in many applications.
Uncompressed Bitmaps An uncompressed bitmap represents a sorted set S over
{0, 1, . . . , r} using d(r + 1)/W e consecutive words. The W bits in the first word
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record which values in [0,W − 1] are present in S. The bits in the second word
record the values in [W, 2W − 1] that are in S, and so forth. For example, the set
{1, 2, 7, 9} is represented as 10000110 00000010 with W = 8; the number of ones
is equal to the cardinality of the set.
Uncompressed bitmaps have the advantages of a fixed size (updates do not
change the size) and an efficient membership test. However, if r is large, the bitmap
occupies many words—even if it is representing a set with few elements.
The Java library contains a BITSET class [16] which implements an uncom-
pressed bitmap data structure. In most respects, it is an uncompressed bitmap, but it
does not have a fixed size. The number of words it occupies is d(rˆ+1)/W e, where
rˆ = maxS. Note that rˆ might be much less than r; also note that if a new element
larger than rˆ is inserted into S, the BITSET may need to grow. Not storing the trail-
ing empty words is an optimization that would slightly complicate operations over
a BITSET. But in the case of an AND operation between a BITSET representing
S1 (with largest value rˆ1) and one representing S2 (with largest value rˆ2), bitwise
AND instructions would only need to be done over d(min(rˆ1, rˆ2) + 1)/W e words,
rather than d(r+1)/W e. Similar optimizations are possible for OR and XOR. One
consequence is that the speed of an operation over BITSETs depends on the data
involved.
Compressed Bitmaps In many situations where bitmaps are generated, the pro-
cesses creating the bitmaps generate long runs of consecutive zeros (and sometime
long runs of ones). The number of such runs is called the RUNCOUNT of a bitmap,
or of a collection of bitmaps [22].
Though there are alternatives [29], the most popular compression techniques
are based on the (word-aligned) RLE compression model inherited from Oracle
(BBC [3]): WAH [40], Concise [7], EWAH [23]), COMPAX [14]. These tech-
niques typically use special marker words to compress fill words: sequences of
W bits made of all ones or all zeros. When accessing these formats, it is necessary
to read every word to determine whether it indicates a sequence of fill words, or a
dirty word (W consecutive bits containing a mix of ones and zeros). The EWAH
format supports a limited form of skipping because it uses marker words not only
to mark the length of the sequences of fill words, but also to indicate the length of
the sequences of dirty words. Because of this feature, it is possible to skip runs of
dirty words when using EWAH.
Compressed bitmaps are often appropriate for storing sets that cannot be ef-
ficiently handled by uncompressed bitmaps. For instance, consider the bitmap
consisting of a million zeros followed by a million ones. This data has two runs
(RUNCOUNT=2) but a million ones. It can be stored in only a few words.
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RLE compressed bitmaps are not an efficient way to store extremely sparse
data that does not have dense clusters. Sparse data with very long runs of zeros
between elements will result in a marker word and a dirty word for each one bit.
This would be even less efficient than explicitly listing the set elements.
Software libraries for compressed bitmaps will typically include an assortment
of basic Boolean operations that operate directly on the compressed bitmaps. One
would expect to find operations for AND, OR, and often one finds XOR, AND-
NOT, and NOT. Some libraries support only binary operations, whereas others
support wide queries (for instance, a “wide” AND would allow us to intersect four
bitmaps in a single operation, rather than having to AND bitmaps together pair-
wise). Even if intersection is eventually implemented by pairwise operations, the
wide query allows the library to decide how to schedule the pair-at-a-time opera-
tions, and this may lead to a performance gain [41].
2.2 Boolean Functions and Circuits
For relevant background on Boolean functions, see Knuth’s book [21]. Boolean
functions can be computed by Boolean circuits that compose some basic set of
operators, such as NOT and binary AND and OR.
Some Boolean functions are symmetric. These functions are unchanged under
any permutation of their inputs. I.e., a symmetric function is completely deter-
mined if one knows the number of ones (the Hamming weight) in its inputs. An
example symmetric function outputs 0 iff the Hamming weight of its inputs is a
multiple of 2: this is the XOR function. Another example is the function that indi-
cates whether the Hamming weight of its inputs is less than 5. The “delta” function
indicates whether the Hamming weight of its inputs is some specified value, and
another symmetric function indicates whether between 5 and 8 of its inputs are
ones.
Some Boolean functions are monotone; changing an input of such a function
from 0 to 1 can never cause the output to go from 1 to 0. It is well known that the
set of monotone Boolean functions equals the set of Boolean functions that can be
implemented using only AND and OR operators.
2.3 Threshold Functions
Threshold functions are those Boolean functions that are both symmetric and mono-
tone. Such a function indicates whether the Hamming weight of its inputs ex-
ceeds some threshold T . Function ϑ(T, {b1, . . . , bN}) denotes the function that
outputs 1 exactly when at least T of its N inputs are 1. Several well-known func-
tions are threshold functions: Note that ϑ(1, {b1, . . . , bN}) is merely a wide OR,
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ϑ(N, {b1, . . . , bN}) is merely a wide AND, and ϑ(dN/2e, {b1, . . . , bN}) is the
majority function. Efficient compressed bitmap algorithms for wide AND, OR and
XOR have been studied before [41].
Knuth [21, 7.1.1&7.1.2] discusses threshold functions and symmetric func-
tions, as well as techniques by which general symmetric functions can be synthe-
sized from threshold functions.
There are a number of identities involving threshold functions that might be
useful to a query optimizer, if thresholds were incorporated into database engines.
For instance, we have that
ϑ(T, {b1, . . . , bN}) = ϑ(N − T, {b¯1, . . . b¯N}).
If the efficiency of a threshold algorithm depends on the density of its inputs,
this identity can be helpful, because it can convert very dense bitmaps into sparse
bitmaps, or vice-versa.
In general, threshold functions may permit weights on the various inputs. How-
ever, if the weights are positive integers, we can simply replicate input bi so that
it occurs wi times. In this way we give the input an effective weight of wi. This
approach may be practical if weights are small. Otherwise, the resulting threshold
query may be impractically wide.
Unweighted threshold functions (in the guise of T -overlap queries) have been
used for approximate searching. Specifically, Sarawagi and Kirpal [35] show how
to avoid unnecessary and expensive pairwise distance computations (such as edit-
distance computations) by using threshold functions to screen out items that cannot
be approximate matches. Their observation was that strings s1 and s2 must have
many (T ) q-grams in common, if they have a chance of being approximate matches
to one another. Given s1 and seeking suitable s2 values, we take the set of q-grams
of s1. Each q-gram is associated with a set of the words (more specifically, with
their record ids) that contain that q-gram at least once. Taking these N sets, we do
a threshold function to determine values s2 that can be compared more carefully
against s1. Using q-grams, Sarawagi and Kirpal showed that T = |s1|+q−1−kq
will not discard any string that might be within edit distance k of s1. In applications
where k and q are small but the strings are long, this will create queries where
T ≈ N .
2.4 Horizontal and Vertical Implementations
Implementations of bitmap operations can be described as “horizontal” or “verti-
cal”. The former implementation produces its output incrementally, and can be
stopped early. The latter implementation produces the entire completed bitmap.
Horizontal approaches would be preferred if the output of the algorithm is to be
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consumed immediately, as we may be able to avoid storing the entire bitmap. As
well, the producer and consumer can run in parallel. Vertical implementations may
be simpler and have less overhead. If the output of the algorithm needs to be stored
because it is consumed more than once, there may be no substantial space advan-
tage to a horizontal implementation.
With uncompressed bitmaps, a particularly horizontal implementation exists: a
word of each input is read, after which one word of the output is produced.
3 An index is better than no index
Algorithm 1 Row-scanning approach over a row store.
Require: A table with D attributes. A set κ of N ≤ D attributes, and for each
such attribute a desired value. Some threshold T .
1: s a set, initially empty
2: for each row in the table do
3: for for each attribute k in κ do
4: if attribute k of the row has the desired value then
5: increment counter c
6: if c ≥ T then
7: add the row (via a reference to it) to s
8: return the set of matching rows s
Perhaps a simple T-occurrence query can be more effectively answered with-
out using a bitmap index. In that case, our work would be of less value7. Al-
gorithm 1 shows such an approach, and Table 5 shows that it is outperformed
on both compressed and uncompressed bitmaps by one of the algorithms studied
(SCANCOUNT, which is often outperformed by other bitmap algorithms).
If D  N and the N attributes involved in the computation are scattered
throughout the record, the row-scanning approach will not make good use of the
memory system—few of theN important attributes will be in any given cache line.
Moreover, interesting datasets often do not fit in main memory. Horizontal par-
titioning could be used, loading a group of rows, operating on them, then loading
the next group of rows. This will still suffer from the inefficiencies inherent in row
stores.
It is reassuring to see that a bitmap index can answer our queries faster than
they would be computed from the base table. We made 30 trials, using the first
7 Good algorithms over bitmaps would still be essential, in the event that the T-occurrence oper-
ation is required over a set of computed bitmaps, for which no corresponding table exists.
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Table 5: Time (ms) required for queries. Top: Random attributes. Bottom: simi-
larity query.
Algorithm CENSUSINCOME KINGJAMES10D
EWAH SCANCOUNT 5214 1017
BITSET SCANCOUNT 5168 805
Row Scan (no index) 21,275 5114
EWAH SCANCOUNT 15,913 3590
BITSET SCANCOUNT 16,999 3574
Row Scan (no index) 23,129 5063
104 rows of a dataset (CensusIncome, described in § 5.2) with 42 attributes. We
randomly chose one value per attribute and randomly chose a threshold between 2
and 41.
In Table 5 we see that using either a BITSET or EWAH index for this query is
four times better than scanning the table. The advantage persists, but is smaller,
when a similarity query is done. The results are consistent if we use the first
104 rows of a 10-attribute dataset8 (KINGJAMES10D [39]).
4 Approaches for Threshold Functions
This report focuses on threshold functions but notes approaches that generalize eas-
ily to handle all symmetric functions. It also notes approaches that can be modified
to support delta queries or interval queries.
4.1 RBMRG
Algorithm RBMRG is a refinement of an algorithm presented in Lemire et al. [23],
and it works for bitmaps that have been run-length encoded. See Algorithm 2. The
approach considers runs similarly to integer intervals. For each point, the set of
intervals containing it is the same as the set of intervals containing its neighbour,
unless the point or its neighbour begins a run. Each bitmap provides a sorted se-
quence of intervals. HeapH enables us to quickly find, in sorted order, those points
where intervals begin (and the bitmaps involved). At such points, we calculate the
function on its revised inputs; in the case of symmetric functions such as threshold,
8 The other real datasets used for experiments in § 5 had hundreds to many thousands of binary
attributes; it would have been unreasonable to test a row store with them. KINGJAMES10D was
selected because we had used it in prior work and it was derived from text data, as were the unsuitable
datasets used in our experiments.
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this can be done very quickly. As we sweep through the data, we update the current
count. Whenever a new interval of ones begins, the count increases; whenever a
new interval of zeros begins, the count decreases. For regions where no interval
changes, the function will continue to have the same value. Assuming logL ≤W ,
the new value of a threshold function can be determined in Θ(1) time whenever
an interval changes. (The approach can be used with Boolean functions in general,
but evaluating a Boolean function over N inputs may be required even when only
one input has changed, taking more than constant time.)
Every run passes through a N -element heap, giving a running time that is in
O(RUNCOUNT logN). One can implement theN required iterators inO(1) space
each, leaving a memory bound of O(N).
The algorithm would be a reasonable addition to compressed bitmap index
libraries that are RLE-based. We have added it to JavaEWAH library [24] as of
version 0.8.
As an extreme example where this approach would excel, consider a case where
each bitmap is either entirely ones or entirely zeros. Then RUNCOUNT = N , and
in O(N logN ) time we can compute the output, regardless of r or B.
Algorithm 2 Algorithm RBMRG.
INPUT: N bitmaps B1, . . . , BN
Ii ← iterator over the runs of identical bits of Bi
Γ← a new buffer to store the aggregate of B1, . . . , BN (initially empty)
γ ← the bit value determined by γ(Ii, . . . , IN )
H ← a new N -element min-heap storing ending values of the runs and an indi-
cator of which bitmap
a′ ← 0
while some iterator has not reached the end do
let a be the minimum of all ending values for the runs of I1, . . . , IN , deter-
mined from H
append run [a′, a] to Γ with value γ
a′ ← a+ 1
for iterator Ii with a run ending at a (selected from H) do
increment Ii while updating γ
let b be the new run-ending value for Ii
if b exists then
increase the key of the top item in H from a to b
The EWAH implementation of RBMRG processes runs of clean words as de-
scribed. If the interval from a′ to a corresponds to Nclean bitmaps with clean runs,
of which k are clean runs of ones, the implementation distinguishes three cases:
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1. T − k ≤ 0: the output is 1, and there is no need to examine the N −
Nclean bitmaps that contain dirty words. This pruning will help cases when
T is small.
2. T − k > N − Nclean: the output is 0, and there is no need to examine the
dirty words. This pruning will help cases when T is large.
3. 1 ≤ T −k ≤ N −Nclean: the output will depend on the dirty words. We can
do a (T − k)-threshold over the N −Nclean bitmaps containing dirty words.
We process the N − Nclean dirty words as follows. If T − k = 1 (resp.
T − k = N − Nclean), we compute the bitwise OR (resp. AND) between
the dirty words. Otherwise, if T − k ≥ 128, we always use SCANCOUNT
using 64 counters (see § 4.2). Otherwise, we compute the number of ones
(noted β) in the dirty words. This can be done efficiently in Java since the
Long.bitCount function on desktop processors is typically compiled to
fast machine code. If 2β ≥ (N − Nclean)(T − k), we use the LOOPED al-
gorithm (§ 4.5), otherwise we use SCANCOUNT again. We arrived at this
particular approach by trial and error: we find that it gives reasonable per-
formance.
4.2 Counter-Based Approaches
In information retrieval, it is common practice to solve threshold queries using sets
of counters [30]. The simple SCANCOUNT algorithm of Li et al. [25] uses an array
of counters, one counter per item. The input is scanned, one bitmap at a time. If
an item is seen in the current bitmap, its counter is incremented. A final pass over
the counters can determine which items have been seen at least T times. In our
case, items correspond to positions in the bitmap. If the maximum bit position is
known in advance, if this position is not too large, and if you can efficiently iterate
the bit positions in a bitmap, then SCANCOUNT is easily coded. These conditions
are frequently met when the bitmaps represent the sets of rids in a table that is not
exceptionally large.
SCANCOUNT and other counter-based approaches can handle arbitrary sym-
metric functions, since one can provide a user-defined function mapping [0, N ] to
Booleans. However, optimizations are possible when more sophisticated counter-
based approaches compute threshold functions.
To analyze SCANCOUNT, note that it requires Θ(r) counters. We assume
N < 2W , so each counter occupies a single machine word. Even if counter ini-
tialization can be avoided, each counter is compared against T . (An alternative is
to compare only after each increment [25], but since the counters achieve T in an
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unpredictable order, a sorting phase is required before the compressed bitmap in-
dex is constructed. In many cases, this extra overhead would be excessive.) Also,
the total number of counter increments is B. Together, these imply a time com-
plexity of Θ(r + B) and a space complexity of Θ(r), for compressed bitmaps.
For uncompressed bitmaps, we potentially have to wade through regions that store
only zeros and do not contribute toward B. This adds an extra Nr/W term to the
time9. Aside from the effect of N on B (on average, a linear effect), note that this
algorithm does not depend on N .
The SCANCOUNT approach fits modern hardware well: note that the counters
will be accessed in sequence, during the N passes over them when they are in-
cremented. Given that 16 int counters fit into a typical 64-byte cache line, the
performance improvement from fewer increments is likely to be small until aver-
age selectivity of aj = vj drops to values near 1/16. (Far below that value and
we may find two successively accessed counters are in different cache lines. Well
above it, and two successively accessed counters are likely to be in the same cache
line, and we will not get a cache miss on both.)
Experimentally, we found that using byte counters when N < 128 usually
brought a small (perhaps 15%) speed gain compared with int counters. Perhaps
more importantly, this also quarters the memory consumption of the algorithm.
One can also experiment with other memory-reduction techniques: for instance, if
T < 128, one could use a saturating 8-bit counter. Experimentally, we found that
the gains usually were less than the losses to make the additional conditional check
(needed to avoid incrementing the counter once it had achieved either T or the
maximum byte values). (In the special case where T = 1, that is, when we want
to compute the union, the SCANCOUNT array could use single-bit counters. These
counters would effectively be an uncompressed bitmap. Indeed, the JavaEWAH
library [24] uses this observation in its OR implementation.)
Based on our experimental results, the SCANCOUNT Java implementation used
in § 5 switches between byte, short and int counters based on N , but does
not use the saturating-count approach.
SCANCOUNT fails when the bitmaps have extreme r values. If we restrict our-
selves to bitmaps that arise within a bitmap index, this implies that we have indexed
a table with an extreme number of rows. However, hashing can be employed to use
an approach like SCANCOUNT on data where r is especially large. Algorithm
HASHCNT uses a map from integers (items) to integers (their counts). We only
9This is easily done if one assumes an O(1) instruction to compute the number of leading zeros
in a W -bit word. For instance, the x86 has a lzcnt instruction and the ARM has clz. Other-
wise, there are approaches that use O(logW ) operations [38, 5.3], and it appears the OpenJDK
implementation of Integer.numberOfLeadingZeros() uses such an approach. Without the
assumption of an O(1) instruction, the term Nr/W would become Nr logW
W
.
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need counters for as many distinct items as actually exist in our data (which could
be at most B). In Java, we can use HashMap from the java.util package. Un-
fortunately, the constant-factor overheads in hashing are significantly higher than
merely indexing an array. Also, SCANCOUNT indexes the array of counters in
N ascending passes, which should lead to good cache performance. Hashing will
scatter accesses to boxed Integer objects that could be anywhere in memory. Some-
what higher-performance int-to-int hash maps are found in libraries such as GNU
Trove [10]. However, hashing would still lead to random-looking accesses through
a large array, and poor cache performance should be anticipated. Note also that,
with compression, the output bitmap must be constructed in sorted order. Since
there can be at most B/T ones in the output bitmap, we have an O(BT log
B
T ) cost
for construction.
4.2.1 Sorting to Count
Algorithm WSORT counts by converting each bitmap into a (presorted) list of po-
sitions, concatenating such lists, sorting the result, and then scanning to see which
items are repeated at least T times in the large sorted list. If we process uncom-
pressed bitmaps horizontally, this naïve approach may work well enough, espe-
cially given that sorting libraries are typically very efficient. In the worst case,
in one horizontal step our bitmap fragments have WN ones, requiring that we use
O(WN log(WN)) time to sort, and requiringO(WN) space. Over the entire hor-
izontal computation, we use O(B log(WN)) time. (We have that B = WN in the
our worst-case scenario. But in others, WN is an upper bound on the number of
ones in a horizontal step, and B is the total number of ones in all horizontal steps.)
However, if we are not using horizontal computation, we unpack B data items and
sort them in Θ(B logB) time.
4.2.2 Mergeable-Count structures
A common approach to computing intersections and unions of several sets is to
do it two sets at a time. To generalize the idea to symmetric queries, we repre-
sent each set as an array of values coupled with an array of counters. For ex-
ample, the set {1, 14, 24} becomes {1, 14, 24}, {1, 1, 1} where the second array
indicates the frequency of each element (respectively). If we are given a second set
({14, 24, 25, 32}), we supplement it with its own array of counters {1, 1, 1, 1} and
can then merge the two: the result is the union of two sets along with an array of
counters ({1, 14, 24, 25, 32}, {1, 2, 2, 1, 1}). From this final answer, we can deduce
both the intersection and the union, as well as other symmetric operations.
Algorithm W2CTN takes this approach. Given N inputs, it orders them by
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increasing length and then merges each input, starting with the shortest, into an
accumulating total. A worst-case input would have all inputs of equal length, each
containing B/N items that are disjoint from any other input. At the ith step the
accumulating array of counters will have Bi/N entries and this will dominate the
merge cost for the step. The total time complexity for this worst-case input is
Θ(
∑N−1
i=1 Bi/N) = Θ(BN). The same input ends up growing an accumulating
array of counters of size B. If this algorithm is implemented “horizontally” on
uncompressed bitmaps, the maximum temporary space would be bounded by the
maximum number of ones that can be appear in N words of size W .
Algorithms W2CTA and W2CTI are refinements. Although they end up read-
ing their entire inputs, during the merging stages they can discard elements that
cannot achieve the required threshold. For instance, W2CTA checks the accumu-
lating counters after each merge step. If there are i inputs left to merge, then any
element that has not achieved a count of at least T − i can be pruned. Algorithm
W2CTI does such pruning during the merge step, rather than including elements
and then discarding them during a post-processing step after merging each pair of
sets. Because these two algorithms prune data during the processing, it might be
advantageous to work from the small sets: this increases the probability that data
will be pruned earlier. Hence we order input bitmaps by increasing cardinality and
then merge each input, starting with the shortest, into an accumulating total.
In many cases, this pruning is beneficial. However, it does not help much
with the worst-case input, if T = 2. We cannot discard any item until the final
merge is done, because the last input set could push the count (currently 1) of any
accumulated item to 2, meeting the threshold.
4.3 T-occurrence algorithms for integer sets
Others [25, 35] have studied the case when the data is presented as sorted lists of
integers rather than bitmaps. The initial application was with approximate search,
to help discover all terms with a small edit distance to a user-supplied term. It is not
clear that these techniques could be applied in a more general setting, to compute
symmetric functions other than threshold functions.
Specifically, we consider
1. WHEAP [35],
2. MGOPT [35],
3. WMGSK [25],
4. DSK [25].
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For details of these algorithms, see the papers that introduced them. The
WHEAP approach essentially uses an N -element min-heap that contains one el-
ement per input, unless the input has been exhausted. Using the heap, it merges the
sorted input sequences. As items are removed from the heap, we count duplicates
and thereby know which elements had at least T duplicates. This approach can be
used for arbitrary symmetric functions. It requires that we process the ones in each
bitmap, inserting (and then removing) the position of each into an N element min-
heap. This determines the space bound. If the bitmap is uncompressed, we have
an additional time cost of Nr/W to find the B ones. The total time cost is thus
O(B logN) for compressed bitmaps andO(Nr/W+B logN) for uncompressed,
done vertically. Horizontal processing does not change the time or space use.
The remaining algorithms are also based around heaps, but are designed to
exploit characteristics of real data, such as skew. Algorithm MGOPT sets aside
the largest T − 1 bitmaps. Any item contained only in these bitmaps cannot meet
the threshold. Then it uses an approach similar to WHEAP with threshold 1. For
each item found, say with count t, it checks whether at least T − t instance of
the item are found in the largest T − 1 bitmaps. The items checked for are an
ascending sequence. If one of the largest bitmaps is asked to check whether item
x occurs, and then is later asked whether item y occurs, we know that y > x.
Items between x and y in the big list will never be needed, and can be skipped
over without inspection. When the data is provided as a sorted list of integers, a
doubling/bootstrapping binary-search procedure can find the smallest value at least
as big as y without needing to scan all values between x and y. We can consider
the portions skipped to have been “pruned”.
As noted in § 2.1, providing random access is not a standard part of a RLE-
based compressed bitmap library, although it is essentially free for uncompressed
bitmaps. However, with certain compressed bitmap indexes it is possible to “fast
forward”, skipping portions of the index in a limited way: JavaEWAH uses the
fact that we can skip runs of dirty words (e.g., when computing intersections). It
should be possible, through auxiliary data structures to skip even more effectively
at the expense of memory usage [27, 34]. However, such auxiliary data structures
do not always improve performance [9]. The alternative is to convert from bitmap
representation to sorted array, apply the classic algorithm, then convert the result
back into a bitmap. The overheads of such an approach would be expected to be
unattractive.
To bound the running time, we can distinguish the B − B′ ones in the T −
1 largest bitmaps from the B′ ones in the remaining N − T + 1 bitmaps. A heap
of size O(N − T ) is made of the N − T + 1 remaining bitmaps, and O(B′) items
will pass through the heap, at a cost of O(1 + log(N − T )) each. As each item
is removed from the heap, it will be sought in O(T ) bitmaps. With uncompressed
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bitmaps, this costs O(T ).
With compressed bitmaps, the situation is more complicated. Because the
items sought are in ascending order, the T − 1 bitmaps will each be processed
in a single ascending scan that handles all the searches. Each of the B − B′ ones
in the remaining bitmaps should cost us O(1) effort. Thus we obtain a bound of
O(B′(log(N − T ) + T ) + B − B′) for the time complexity of MGOPT on an
compressed bitmap. With uncompressed bitmaps, we add a r(N − T )/W term
that accounts for looking for the ones in the N − T + 1 smallest bitmaps, but we
can deduct the B−B′ term, as we do not need to wade through all positions in the
T lists. We obtain a bound of O(r(N − T )/W +B′(log(N − T ) + T ).
This analysis does not take fully into account the effect of pruning, because
even the compressed bitmaps might be able to skip many of the B − B′ ones as
we “fast forward” through the largest T − 1 bitmaps. Since these are the largest
bitmaps, if T is close to N or if the sizes (number of ones) in the bitmaps vary
widely, pruning could make a large difference. This depends on the data.
Algorithm WMGSK is a different modification of the heap-based algorithm.
When removing copies of an item from the heap, if there are not enough copies to
meet the threshold, we remove some some extra items. This is done in such a way
that the extra items removed (and not subsequently re-inserted) could not possibly
meet the threshold. They are pruned. Moreover, inspection of the heap yields a
lower-bound on the next possible item that can meet the threshold. Each input can
then be advanced to (or beyond) that item. Items skipped are pruned, and will avoid
the overheads of being inspected and (especially) inserted into the heap. As with
MGOPT the effectiveness of such pruning depends heavily on the characteristics
of the data. Our bound for WMGSK does not reflect the improvements that pruning
might bring in some cases; we use the same bounds as WHEAP.
Algorithm DSK is essentially a hybrid of WMGSK and MGOPT. It uses both
methods of pruning. However, rather than following MGOPT and choosing the
T − 1 largest sets, it chooses the L largest sets. Parameter L is a tuning parameter,
and choosing an appropriate value of L for a given threshold query is problem-
atic. The authors suggest a heuristic approach whereby another tuning parameter
µ is determined experimentally, for a given type of queries against a given dataset.
From µ and the length of the longest input, an appropriate value of L can often be
determined by a heuristic formula. We found this approach unsatisfactory in our
experiments, as the best µ for one query against a dataset often differed substan-
tially from the best µ for a similar query. (See § 5.8.2 for some detail on appropriate
values for µ on our datasets.) The effectiveness of DSK is definitely affected by
µ, though perhaps by less than a factor of five over a reasonable range of values.
Choosing appropriate µ and hence L values will be a difficulty for any engineer
planning to use DSK, especially if the input datasets are not available for prior
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analysis. Nonetheless, DSK might be considered to reflect the state-of-the-art for
the T -occurrence problem, at least as it arises in approximate string searches.
The running-time bound for DSK is obtained using reasoning similar to that
for MGOPT. If there are B − B′′ ones in the largest L bitmaps, then each of
the remaining B′′ ones will pass through the heap and trigger searches in the L
largest bitmaps. For uncompressed bitmaps, this will result in O(B′′L) work for
all the searches. For compressed bitmaps, it will result in O(B′′L + (B − B′′))
work for all the searches. For the right data, less than B − B′′ items may be
scanned during the searches on compressed bitmaps, as with MGOPT. Algorithm
DSK also has the pruning opportunities of WMGSK, whereby some of theB′′ ones
are skipped. Thus, our running-time bound for DSK on uncompressed bitmaps is
O(r(N−L)/W+B′′(log(N−L)+L)). For compressed bitmaps, we do not have
the r(N − L)/W cost to wade through the N − L smallest bitmaps, looking for
ones. However, we will potentially face a cost ofO(B−B′′) while fast-forwarding
through the largest L lists. As with MGOPT, data-dependent pruning could reduce
the B − B′′ term. As with WMGSK, the multiplicative B′′ factor can be reduced
by data-dependent pruning. For compressed bitmaps, we end up with a bound of
O(B′′(log(N − L) + L) + (B −B′′)).
For an analysis of space, note that MGOPT and DSK partition the inputs into
two groups. Regardless of group, each compressed bitmap input will have an it-
erator constructed for it. For uncompressed bitmaps, only the first group (small
bitmaps) needs the iterator and auxiliary storage. For either kind of bitmap, the
first group go into a heap that accepts one element per input. Thus we end up with
a memory bound of O(N), which can be refined to O(N − T ) (for MGOPT on
uncompressed bitmaps) or O(N − L) (for DSK on uncompressed bitmaps).
4.4 Boolean synthesis
A typical bitmap implementation provides a set of basic operations, typically AND,
OR, NOT and XOR, and frequently ANDNOT. Since it is possible to synthesize
any Boolean function using AND, OR and NOT gates in combination, any desired
bitmap function can be “compiled” into a sequence of primitive operations. One
major advantage is that this approach allows us to use a bitmap library as a black
box, although it is crucial that the primitive operations have efficient algorithms
and implementations.
Unfortunately, it is computationally infeasible to determine the fewest primi-
tive operations except in the simplest cases. However, there are several decades of
digital-logic-design techniques that seek to implement circuits using few compo-
nents. Also, Knuth has used exhaustive techniques to determine the minimal-gate
circuits for all symmetric functions of 4 and 5 variables ([21, Figs. 9&10, 7.1.2]).
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Table 6: Number of gates in Knuth’s minimum-gate constructions for N = 4 and
N = 5
T N = 4 N = 5
1 3 4
2 7 not shown
3 7 9
4 3 10
5 – 4
Table 7: Number of 2-input operations for N = 4 and N = 5, Knuth’s optimal
solution, our sideways-sum adder, our sorter, and the LOOPED approach
T N = 4 N = 5
Opt Add Sort Loop Opt Add Sort Loop
1 3 11 3 3 4 14 12 4
2 7 9 7 9 not shown 12 12 12
3 7 11 7 13 9 14 12 18
4 – – – – 10 11 12 22
(Following Knuth, we assume an ANDNOT operation.) But Intel SSE or AVX
supports AND NOT, as do several bitmap libraries (EWAH included). Specifically,
Intel has the pandn and vpandn instructions; however it does not look like the
standard x86 instruction set has AND NOT. Results are given in Table 6 and are
often significantly smaller than those we will obtain from our more general con-
structions.
We need to be concerned with both running time and memory consumption.
Based on Knuth’s exhaustive analysis, all 4-input symmetric (N = 4) functions
can be evaluated in the minimum amount of memory possible for each, without
increasing the number of operations[21, 7.1.2]. Knuth does not give an algorithm
for minimum-memory evaluation, which is probably due to its close relationship to
the known NP-hard Register Sufficiency problem [15, A11.1.P01] [36]. (We have
a restricted version of Register Sufficiency—we only need to compute one output,
rather than an output for each root of the expression dag. However, one could take
a multi-rooted expression dag, introduce a new node x and make each (former) root
become a child of x. The resulting dag has a single root, and the registers required
for evaluation would not have changed from the original dag.)
See Table 7 and 8 for information on a number of threshold circuits discussed
later in this section. The sideways-sum adder needed 5 gates for (N = 3, T = 2)
and the tree adder needed only 4. However, for all larger values of N and T , the
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Table 8: Gates (i.e., operations) for adders and sorter for some larger N and T .
Note how the sorter circuit behaves with T .
N T Adders Sorter
Tree S. Sum
43 30 272 192 480
85 12 562 398 1216
120 105 806 580 1907
323 14 2226 1586 7518
329 138 2272 1620 9052
330 324 2275 1623 7549
786 481 5467 3905 28945
786 776 5461 3899 24233
sideways-sum adder used fewer gates. ForN > 25, it used about 40% fewer gates.
(Perhaps surprisingly, on BITSETs the dataset determined which of the two adders
was fastest, as discussed in § 5.7.) The asymptotically larger sorting-based circuits
indeed are larger even for modest N , although they are optimal for the N = 4
cases.
Consider uncompressed bitmaps using a word sizeW , and assume that all logic
operations take unit time. Then a logic circuit with C gates can obtain a batch of
W threshold results with C operations. For instance, on a 64-bit architecture, our
sorting circuit for 511 inputs uses about 15 k gates. Thus in 15,000 bitwise opera-
tions we can compute 64 threshold results, or 234 operations per result. Wording
individually, it would take more binary operations than this to reduce 511 inputs to
a single output. With a larger W , such as provided by SSE and AVX extensions,
the advantage of this approach increases. However, this analysis ignores the fact
that, given a limited number of registers, the CPU must spend some time loading
bit vectors from main memory and storing intermediate results there. Note, how-
ever, that this approach is essentially horizontal, in that no more than W bits from
each input, or each intermediate result, needs to stored at a time.
With RLE compressed bitmaps, the primitive operations do not all have the
same computational cost. For instance, consider a bitmap B1 that consists of a sin-
gle long run of zeros and a bitmap B2 that contains a single long run of ones, and a
bitmap B3 that contains alternating zeros and ones. The operations AND(B1,B3)
and OR(B2,B3) are fast operations that do not require any copying or bitwise
machine operations. However, OR(B1,B3) and AND(B2,B3) will be expensive
operations—ifB3 is mutable, then a copy must be made of it. We see that it is sim-
plistic to assume a cost model based on the uncompressed lengths of the bitmaps,
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or one that merely counts the number of bitmap operations.
Sum-of-Products circuits We implemented classic un-minimized Sum-of-Prod-
ucts circuits to allow computation of arbitrary N -input Boolean functions over
bitmaps. This became our SOPCKT algorithm. If the function is known to be
monotone, negative literals can be omitted from the Sum-of-Products circuit. Note
that threshold functions are monotone; this realization of them consists of
(
N
T
)
dif-
ferent T -input AND gates, whose results are the input to a single
(
N
T
)
-input OR
gate. These approaches can result in huge circuits, and this is unavoidable: since
none of the AND terms is contained within another of the AND terms, a corollary
noted by Knuth [21, Corollary Q, § 7.1.1] of a result of Quine [32] implies that no
other Sum-of-Products circuit for the function can be smaller.
If we replace each high-input gate by two input gates, we require
(
N
T
)
(T −
1) AND gates and
(
N
T
) − 1 OR gates, for a total of (NT )T − 1 gates. Comparing
with Knuth’s results in Table 6, the result is optimal for N = 4 or N = 5 if
T = 1, and reasonable when N = 4, T = 2 (11 gates versus 7). If T = N − 1 it
requires Θ(T 2) gates. Experimentally, it often performs reasonably well in these
conditions, but otherwise the
(
N
T
)
factor makes the result impractical.
We also implemented techniques specialized for symmetric functions, obtain-
ing a sorting-based algorithm, SRTCKT. We also obtain two adder-based algo-
rithms, TREEADD and SSUM.
4.4.1 Sorting
A sorting circuit [20, 5.3.4] for Booleans maps a N -bit Boolean input to a N -bit
Boolean output, where the output is 1k0N−k if the input had Hamming weight
k. Boolean sorting circuits are usually depicted as comparator-based sorting net-
works, but each comparator is simply a 2-input AND operation and a 2-input OR
operation [21, 7.1.1]. It is then simple to compute whether threshold T has been
achieved: simply use the T th output bit from the sorting circuit. In general, for
symmetric functions one could determine whether the input had exactly Hamming
weight T by ANDing the T th output with the negation of the T + 1st output. (This
is the delta function.) One could then OR together the appropriate collection of
these ANDNOT gates to synthesize any desired symmetric function. Interval func-
tions (to recognize whether the Hamming weight of the inputs is within an interval)
are also achieved by the ANDNOT approach.
There is no known general procedure to obtain a minimum-comparator sorting
circuit [20, 5.3.4]. Asymptotically, the AKS construction [1] yields circuits with
O(N logN ) comparators, but the hidden constants make this approach impractical.
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For modest size inputs, the construction used in Batcher’s Even-Odd sort is well
known to use few comparators (see [20, 5.3.4.(11)]) even though asymptotically it
will generate circuits of size Θ(N log2N). We used Batcher’s sort for our SRTCKT
algorithm. It requires only that the bitmap library provide 2-input AND and OR
primitives. Intermediate results are frequently reused many times.
4.4.2 Adding
Another approach is to compute the Hamming weight of the input by summing all
the input bits. We present two such approaches, and the first uses a tree of adders.
(See Fig. 1.) The leaves of the tree consist of 1-bit adders (half adders, requiring
an AND and an XOR operation) producing a 2-bit sum. Then these 2-bit sums are
added to obtain 3-bit sums. Multi-bit adders use the ripple-carry technique, where
summing two x-bit numbers uses 2x− 1 AND operations, 2x− 1 XOR operations
and x − 1 OR operations. The final outcome is a logN + 1-bit binary number
representing the Hamming weight of the N inputs. (When N is not a power of 2,
we pad with zero inputs and then using a constant-propagation pass to simplify the
resulting circuit.)
This logN + 1-bit quantity is then compared to T using a ≥ circuit. Since
it operates over O(logN) inputs and N inputs involved in the Hamming weight
computation, it is not crucial to have the most efficient method of computing ≥.
However, if T is a power of 2, it is easy to compute the threshold function from
the Hamming weight using an OR function: for instance, to see if the 4-bit number
b3b2b1b0 is at least 2, compute b1|b2|b3.
This approach can be generalized if T is not a power of two; a magnitude com-
parator circuit [4] can determine whether the bit-string for the Hamming weight
lexicographically exceeds the bit-string for T − 1. As various designs for such
circuits exist, we proceed to derive and analyze our circuit to compare a quantity
to a constant.
Consider two bit strings bn−1bn−2 · · · b0 and an−1an−2 · · · a0, where we have
n = blog 2Nc. The first is greater if there is some 0 ≤ j < n where bj > aj and
the two bit strings have bk = ak for all k > j. If we define prefix_match(j) =∧n−1
k=j+1(bk ≡ ak) then bn−1bn−2 · · · b0 > an−1an−2 · · · a0 can be computed as∨n−1
j=0 prefix_match(j)∧bj∧¬aj . The prefix values can be computed with nXOR
and n ANDNOT operations with
prefix_match(n) = 1,
prefix_match(k) = prefix_match(k + 1) ∧ ¬(bk ⊕ ak).
Altogether 5n − 1 bitwise operations (AND, ANDNOT, XOR, OR) are used to
determine the truth value of the inequality bn−1bn−2 · · · b0 > an−1an−2 · · · a0.
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We can do better because T − 1 (whose binary representation is the second bit
string, an−1 · · · a0) is a constant.
• First, OR terms drop out for positions j where aj = 1, leaving us with∨
j|aj = 0 prefix_match(j) ∧ bj .
• Second, the previous expression does not need prefix_match for the trailing
ones in T − 1; they no longer appear in our expression and there is no 0 to
their right. (The prefix_match value required for a 0 is indirectly calculated
from prefix_match values for all positions to the left of the 0.)
• Third, we can redefine prefix_match(j) as ∧ j<k<n
∧ak=1
bk. Thus, if T − 1 =
1011002, prefix_match(2) no longer checks that the other bit string starts
with 101. Instead, it matches 101 or 111. In the latter case, the bit string is
already known to exceed T − 1.
For an example, consider T − 1 = 00101001112 with n = 10. We compute
b9∨b8∨(prefix_match(6)∧b6)∨(prefix_match(4)∧b4)∨(prefix_match(3)∧b3),
where prefix_match(6) = b7, prefix_match(4) = b5∧b7 = b5∧prefix_match(6)
and prefix_match(3) = b5 ∧ b7 = prefix_match(4). Thus, we get the formula
b9 ∨ b8 ∨ (b6 ∧ b7) ∨ (b4 ∧ b5 ∧ b7) ∨ (b3 ∧ b5 ∧ b7). Since b5 ∧ b7 is a shared
sub-expression, we need only 8 operations in this case, which less than n = 10.
With these optimizations, computing all required prefix_match values needs
one AND for every 1 bit except for the trailing ones and the first one: for each
of these 1 bits no gate is required. We also need a single wide OR that takes an
input for each of the zeros (there must be a 0 and a 1 in the binary representation
of T − 1) in T − 1. That OR input is computed as a 2-input AND; as a minor
optimization, the leading zeros in T − 1 can omit the AND, because they would
use a prefix_match value that would be 1. To count operations, let ν(T − 1)
denote the Hamming weight when T − 1 is written in binary, let nto(T − 1) denote
the number of trailing ones, and nlz(T − 1) denote the number of leading zeros.
Therefore, the number of zeros in T − 1 is n − ν(T − 1). Thus, computing the
prefix_match values needs max(0, ν(T − 1)− nto(T − 1)− 1) ANDs. We need
to “OR” n− ν(T − 1) items, requiring n− ν(T − 1)− 1 two-input OR gates. The
items are computed by n − ν(T − 1) − nlz(T − 1) AND gates. In total we use
at most 2n − ν(T − 1) − nlz(T − 1) − nto(T − 1) − 1 operations; i.e., between
0 (when T − 1 = 011 · · · 1) and 2n − 3 (when T − 1 = 100 · · · 0). The similar
comparator circuit presented by Ashenden [4] can also be simplified when a values
are constant. The worst case value of T gives a circuit whose size is similar to ours,
but the best case is not as good.
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Figure 1: A tree of adders to compute the Hamming weight of an input, where the
input length is a power of two.
There is an alternative way to compare two logN -bit quantities, T and the
Hamming weight, with approximately 7 logN gates: use an adder to sum −T
and the Hamming weight; then inspect the sign of the result. Considering the algo-
rithms introduced later in this section, we used this approach in the implementation
of CSVCKT, but otherwise our TREEADD and SSUM algorithms used the previous
approach.
For general symmetric functions, one could use a sum-of-products circuit over
the 1+blogNc-bit number that gives the Hamming weight of the inputs. Knuth [21,
7.1.2] observes that since he has calculated the minimum number of gates (7) to
realize any 4-input Boolean function, we immediately can realize any symmetric
Boolean function of N ≤ 15 inputs using 7 + c(N) gates, where c(N) is the
number of gates used by our adder tree.
To determine c(N) whenN = 2k is a power of two, note that we use 2k−1 half-
adders in the first level of the adder tree. The 2k−2 resultant 2-bit numbers are
added in the second levels, using a half-adder and a full adder for each 2-bit sum.
In the third level, we require 2k−3 3-bit adders, each containing two full adders
and a half adder. In general, the ith level contains 2k−i adders that each require
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i − 1 full adders and a half adder. The final level is level k = logN . Since a
half-adder requires two gates and a full adder requires five, we obtain a total gate
count of
c(2k) =
k∑
i=1
2k−i(5(i− 1) + 2) = 7N − 5 logN − 7.
For the first few powers of 2 this yields
N = 2 4 8 16 32
c(N) = 2 11 34 85 192
.
4.4.3 Sideways Sum
Knuth describes an alternative “sideways sum” circuit to compute the Hamming
weight of a vector of bits [21, 7.1.2]. This circuit consists of O(logN) lev-
els. The first level takes a collection C1 of bits of weight 1, and as output pro-
duces a single weight-1 bit, z0, and a collection C2 of bits of weight 2. The
Hamming weights are preserved: i.e., z0 + 2 hamming(C2) = hamming(C1).
The second level takes C2 and produces a single weight-2 bit, z1, and a col-
lection C3 of bits of weight 3. Again, Hamming weights are preserved: 2z1 +
4 hamming(C3) = 2 hamming(C2). Note that bits z1 and z0 are the least sig-
nificant bits of hamming(C1). Subsequent levels are similar, and the Hamming
weight of the N input bits is specified by the z bits. Fig. 2 shows how input bits
of weight 2x are used to compute the single weight-2x bit zx and the output bits of
weight 2x+1.
Compared to the tree of adders, the sideways-sum arrangement of full- and
half-adders results in somewhat fewer gates (bounded by 5N rather than 7N ). For
N a power of 2, it has s(N) gates, where
N = 2 4 8 16 32
s(N) = 2 9 26 63 140
.
If all bitwise operations take the same amount of time, this circuit should al-
ways outperform the tree of adders. However, when computing over compressed
bitmaps, we did find cases where certain inputs favoured the larger circuit (§ 5).
4.4.4 Compiling or interpreting circuits
Implementation using the circuit-based approach can be done in several ways. Re-
gardless, at some point an appropriate circuit needs to be constructed. We used a
directed, acyclic graph whose nodes are labelled by the associated Boolean opera-
tor. The N inputs to this circuit are associated with the N bitmaps.
A straightforward vertical implementation then simulates the circuit, process-
ing the circuit’s nodes in topological order, propagating values from inputs towards
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Figure 2: One layer in the sideways sum circuit, similar to that discussed by Knuth.
Note that this is not a “ripple carry” arrangement: the sum bit from a full adder
becomes the carry-in input of the next full (or half) adder. Whether the leftmost
adder is a full or a half adder depends on whether the number of input bits is even.
the output. When a node is processed, its inputs will be associated with bitmaps.
We apply the node’s operation to these bitmaps, and then associate the resultant
bitmap to the node’s output. Since the output of a node can become the input of
several nodes, some book-keeping would be necessary to know when the storage
occupied by an intermediate bitmap can be reclaimed.
An alternative approach generates straight-line code from the circuit (again,
processing the nodes in topological order). See Appendix B for sample C++ code.
With this approach, we can do a compiler-type analysis to determine the point when
an intermediate value is last used. The straight-line code could then include opera-
tions to reclaim storage occupied by no-longer-useful intermediate results. Having
obtained such code, it can be compiled and executed. An initial implementation
that machine-generated Java code ran into a limitation of the Java Virtual Machine:
there is a fixed, and relatively small, maximum size for the JVM byte code of any
method.
Our third approach generates our own byte-code (operations for AND, OR,
XOR, reclaim, and so forth). A trivial byte-code interpreter then processes this
straight-line byte code. This is the implementation adopted for the experiments.
One might also consider a horizontal implementation. It would be straightfor-
ward to produce groups ofW bits of an uncompressed “array of bits” bitmap by any
of the approaches given above. With compressed bitmaps, it is considerably more
difficult. One reason is that two RLE-compressed bitmaps may never have runs
that begin at the same location. Another is that operations over RLE-compressed
bitmaps gain efficiency by skipping portions of their input. For instance, if B1
begins with a run of a thousand zeros, an AND operation using B1 may skip the
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corresponding portion of its other input.
The JavaEWAH library allows iterator-based basic operations (AND, OR, etc.),
which take and produce iterators. Each iterator has has the ability to skip portions,
as noted above. If the circuit were a tree (no output connects to more than one
input) we can compose iterators according to the circuit. For instance, the circuit
corresponding to
AND(OR(b1,b2),b3)
gives rise to something like
EWAHIterator it_b1 = b1.iterator()
EWAHIterator it_b2 = b2.iterator()
EWAHIterator temp1 = iteratorOR(it_b1, it_b2)
EWAHIterator it_b3 = b3.iterator()
EWAHIterator result = iteratorAND(temp1,it_b3)
The result iterator can then be made to yield its values. Unfortunately, this
approach does not handle shared sub-expressions well. (Consider what would hap-
pen if the last statement were iteratorAND(temp1, it_b1).) A solution
would need to buffer the results produced by an iterator, in case that iterator’s re-
sults are needed by several consumers. Moreover, different portions of the iterator’s
output may be skipped by the different consumers. While it is not impossible to
envision solutions to this problem, they seem infeasibly expensive. We have imple-
mented an alternative approach that unfolds a circuit with sharing into a tree—one
that can be exponentially larger. This approach is infeasible for the adder and sort-
ing circuits. However, the (mostly impractical) Sum-of-Products circuit is a tree,
except near the leaves. The resulting iterator-based threshold function could be
used when
(
N
T
)
is small. Since this is rarely the case, we do not report performance
results of this approach.
4.4.5 Tabulating circuits
There may be considerable overhead in constructing the required circuit, whether it
be an adder, a sorter or the sum-of-products construction. In our implementations,
we first construct the circuit. In the case of the sorting circuit, we are interested
only in the T th output. Yet we have generated all the other outputs, as well as the
subcircuits that affect only the unused outputs. In the case of the tree-adder cir-
cuit we introduce constant zero inputs, which end up being passed into our gates.
Some of the circuit constructions can generate unary AND, OR or XOR gates.
Therefore, after constructing a circuit with these deficiencies, we then apply a va-
riety of post-processing optimizations. First, a reachability analysis removes all
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gates that are not in the “fan” of the one desired output: i.e., a gate whose output
has no path to the overall circuit output is useless and it is removed. We then apply
a simple constant-propagation pass that simplifies the circuits using such rules as
AND(x1, . . . , xk, 0)→ 0 and OR(x1, . . . , xk, 0)→ OR(x1, . . . , xk). These sim-
plifications can produce unary gates, which can be removed: XOR(x1)→ x1 and
so forth.
We do not propose that circuits be computed dynamically, at run time. Instead,
circuits can be pre-computed and stored. Indeed, we do not need to generate a
circuit for all Θ(N2max) possible combination of N and T . Observe that if we have
a circuit for N = 16, T = 8, we can use it to solve a variety of other threshold
problems. For instance, if we wish to compute N = 10, T = 7, we can add five
additional padding bitmaps that contain only zeros. We can also add one additional
padding bitmap that contains only ones. We now have 16 bitmaps, and the thresh-
old of 8 can be achieved with the padding bitmaps iff the threshold of 7 could be
achieved on the original 10 bitmaps.
The general rule is that a circuit for N and T can be used, with appropriate
padding, to compute any threshold problem with N ′ inputs and a threshold of T ′,
iff
1. N ′ ≤ N and
2. T ′ ∈ [T − (N −N ′), T ]
If we want to compute all values of T from 2 to Nmax − 1, note that none of
these (N,T ) pairs covers another. However, together they do cover all other pairs.
Thus, we can tabulate Nmax − 2 circuits.
Nevertheless, if N ′  Nmax, we will do a great deal of extra work to answer
the query. We can tabulate O(Nmax logNmax) circuits if we choose all T values
for N = 2, 4, 8, . . . , 2blogNc, N . This guarantees that we can answer any query for
N ′ with a value of N where N ′ ≤ N < 2N .
We can further reduce the size of the tabulated circuits by taking advantage
of the similarity between the Sorter circuits for (N,T ) and (N,T ′). Both are
based on minor optimizations applied to the same N -input Even-Odd mergesort
circuit: if we know a particular value of T , we currently prune out the portions of
the circuit that compute the outputs used for other values of T . Instead, we can
forgo this optimization With one circuit for N inputs, we compute all possible T
values. Choosing N = 2, 4, 8, . . . , 2blogNmaxc, Nmax, we see that Θ(logNmax)
circuits can be tabulated and handle all queries. The total size of these circuits will
Θ(Nmax log
2Nmax).
The Adder circuits also offers a similar opportunity. Ignoring any pruning of
portions unused for a particular value of T , the basic adder tree (or sideways-sum
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circuit) is the same for all N -input Adder circuits. If we then compare for ≥ T
using theO(logN)-gate subtract-and-check-the-sign circuit, the exact same circuit
can be used for all T , since the Θ(logN) bits for−T can be inputs. Thus, the total
tabulated size to handle one choice of N and any value of T is Θ(N). Choosing
N = 2, 4, 8, . . . , 2blogNmaxc, Nmax, we have a total size bound of Θ(Nmax) for all
our tabulated circuits.
4.5 LOOPED Algorithm
We can develop a threshold algorithm for individual binary variables b1, b2, . . . , bN
by observing that
ϑ(1, {b1}) = b1 and
ϑ(T, {b1}) = false if T > 1 and
ϑ(T, {b1, b2, . . . , bN}) = ϑ(T, {b1, . . . , bN−1}) + ϑ(T − 1), {b1, . . . , bN−1}) · bN
In words: we can achieve a given threshold T over N bits, either by achieving
it over N − 1 bits, or by having a 1-bit for bN and achieving threshold T − 1 over
the remaining N − 1 bits.
We can then use bit-level parallelism to express this as a computation over bit
vectors and a loop can compute the result specified by the recurrence. Note that
Θ(NT ) bit-vector operations are used, but we need only O(T ) working bitmaps
during the computation, in addition to our N inputs.
Essentially, Algorithm 3 tabulates ϑ(T, {b1, . . . , bN}) (using a table with rows
for N and columns for T ) by filling in the table row-wise. At the end of the kth
iteration, Cj stores ϑ(j, {b1, . . . , bk}).
Although one can understand this as a computation over a recursively de-
fined circuit, the tabulation-based implementation avoids circuit-based overheads
present in the adder or sorting circuits.
The number of binary bitmap operations is 2NT−N−T 2+T−1 and depends
linearly on T , which is unusual compared with our other algorithms. Referring to
Table 7, we see that even for (N = 4, T = 3) this circuit uses twice as many bitmap
operations as SSUM. Nevertheless, in experiments we have seen that this algorithm
can sometime outperform SSUM. Indeed, the number of bitmap operations is not
necessarily a good predictor of performance when using compressed bitmaps. It
depends on the dataset.
4.5.1 CSVCKT algorithm
The CSVCKT algorithm also does not use an explicit circuit, but is inspired by a
carry-save increment approach described by Ellingsen [11]. As with SSUM and
TREEADD, we construct a “vertical counter” and then look for items whose counts
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Algorithm 3 LOOPED algorithm.
Require: N bitmaps B1, B2, . . . , BN , a threshold parameter T
1: create T bitmaps C1, C2, . . . , CT initialized with false bits
2: C1 ← B1
3: for i← 2 to N do
4: for j ← min(T, i) down to 2 do
5: Cj ← Cj ∨ (Cj−1 ∧Bi)
6: C1 ← C1 ∨Bi
7: return CT
exceed T . The approach is to maintain blog 2Nc counter digits, using a redun-
dant encoding scheme where each counter digit can have value 0, 1 or 2, encoded
respectively as 00, as 01 or 10, and as 11. Hence we need two bitmaps for each
counter digit. The redundantly encoded vertical counter is used as an accumula-
tor, to which the input bitmaps are successively added. With a conventional binary
encoding rather than the redundant encoding, we would have to do about 5 logN
bitmap operations every time a new bitmap is added to the counter—we need to
update all bitmaps in the counter and each such update needs the five operations
that make up a full adder. The advantage of the redundant encoding is that it per-
mits one to (usually) avoid propagating changes to all counter digits. Frequently,
changes need to be made to the least significant digit. Half as frequently, changes
need to be made to the next-least significant digit, and so forth. Even though the
individual positions may be maintaining different count values, it is sufficient to
propagate changes on a fixed schedule that sees an amortized 2 digits updated for
every bitmap added to the accumulator. (This fixed schedule corresponds to the bit
changes from a counter that increments by one in every cycle, and the amortized
number of such digit updates is asymptotically 2 per cycle [8].) Thus we need ap-
proximately 2 × 5 ×N bitmap operations to build the final vertical counter using
this redundant encoding.
It is easy to recover a vertical counter that uses a conventional binary encoding
from this redundant encoding. For each digit, we merely sum the encoding’s two
bits, plus any carry from converting the previous digit. The result is the binary digit,
plus possibly a carry for the next stage. This requires O(logN) bitmap operations.
Then any method for comparing the counter against T can be used. As an al-
ternative to the approach used for SSUM, we show the approach where we subtract
T from the counter and check that the result is non-negative. A minor optimization
is possible: of the difference bits Vi, only the sign bit (V1+blog 2Nc) needs to be
computed. Thus, the body of the final for loop either consists of an AND operation
or consists of an OR and an ANDNOT operation.
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Pseudocode for this approach is given in Algorithm 4. We used an additional
small optimization in our implementation that is not reflected in the pseudocode:
when the first two bitmaps are added into the total, they directly become the first
encoded digit. Then the time variable starts out at 1 rather than 0.
Given the ease of implementing the approach, it appears that it may be a rea-
sonable alternative to SSUM (which uses ≈ 5N bitmap operations) or TREEADD
(which uses ≈ 7N bitmap operations), depending on the cost of the operations.
Algorithm 4 CSVCKT algorithm; see [11] for the first parts.
Require: input bitmaps B1, B2, . . . , BN , integer threshold T with 2 ≤ T < N
create 1+blog 2Nc bitmap pairs 〈C11 , C21 〉, 〈C12 , C22 〉, . . . , 〈C1blog 2Nc, C2blog 2Nc〉,
〈C1blog 2Nc+1, C2blog 2Nc+1〉 of empty bitmaps (initialized with false bits)
t← 0 {t is “time”} {Add each bitmap to accumulating carry-save counter}
for i← 1 to N do
c← Bi
t← t+ 1; x← number of trailing zeros in t
for p← 1 to x do
a← C1p ; b← C2p ; C1p ← an empty bitmap
s← a⊕ b; C2p ← s⊕ c; c← (a ∧ b) ∨ (c ∧ s)
C1x+1 ← c
{convert redundant representation to two’s complement}
create 1 + blog 2Nc empty bitmaps V1, V2, . . . , V1+blog 2Nc
cin ← an empty bitmap
for i← 1 to blog 2Nc do
a← C1i ; b← C2i
s← a⊕ b; Vi ← s⊕ cin; cin ← (a ∧ b) ∨ (cin ∧ s)
{Compare the vertical counter to T (subtract T and check sign)}
Let Tblog 2Nc+1, Tblog 2Nc, . . . , T2, T1 be the bits in the two’s complement binary
representation of −T
cin ← an empty bitmap
for i← 1 to 1 + blog 2Nc do
a← Vi
if Ti = 1 then
s← ¬a; Vi ← s⊕ cin; cin ← a ∨ (cin ∧ s)
else
s← a; Vi ← s⊕ cin; cin ← cin ∧ s
{use the sign bit of the difference we just computed}
return ¬V1+blog 2Nc
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5 Detailed Experiments
We conducted extensive experiments on the various threshold algorithms, using
both uncompressed bitmaps and EWAH compressed bitmaps. Our experiments
involved both synthetic and real datasets. On the real datasets, the various bitmaps
in the index vary drastically in characteristics such as density. We discuss this in
more detail before giving the experimental results.
5.1 Platform:
Experimental results were gathered on a two identical desktops with Intel Core i7
2600 (3.40 GHz, 8 MB of L3 CPU cache) 3.4 GHz processors with 16 GB of mem-
ory (DDR3-1333 RAM with dual channel). Because all algorithms are bench-
marked after the data has been loaded in memory, disk performance is irrelevant.
One system was running Ubuntu 12.04LTS with Linux kernel 3.2, and the other
ran Ubuntu 12.10 with Linux kernel 3.5. During experiments, we disabled dynamic
overclocking (Turbo Boost) and dynamic frequency scaling (SpeedStep). Soft-
ware was written in Java (version 1.7), compiled and run using OpenJDK (IcedTea
2.3.10) and the OpenJDK 64-bit server JVM. We believe that results obtained on
either system are comparable; even if there is some speed difference, the result
should not favour one algorithm over another. We used the JavaEWAH software
library [24], version 0.8.1, for our EWAH compressed bitmaps. It includes support
for the RBMRG algorithm. Our measured times were in wall-clock milliseconds.
All our software is single-threaded.
Our measured times were in wall-clock milliseconds. Since our reported times
vary by six orders of magnitude (from about 10−1 to 105 ms) we used an adap-
tive approach, rather than repeat the computation a fixed number of times. To do
this, the computation was attempted. If it completed in less than 103 ms, we ran
the computation twice (restarting the timing). If that completed too fast, we then
repeated the computation four times, and so forth, until the computation had been
repeated enough times to take at least 103 ms.
5.2 Real data
Real data tests were done using IMDB-3gr, IMDB-2gr, PGDVD-3gr, PGDVD-2gr,
PGDVD and CensusIncome.10 Some statistics for each dataset are given in Table 9.
The first two are based on descriptions of a dataset used in the work of Li et
al. [25], in an application looking for actor names that are at a small edit distance
from a (possibly misspelt) name. The list of actor names used is obtained from the
10See http://lemire.me/data/symmetric2014.html.
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Internet Movie Database project. Although the data is available for noncommer-
cial use, the terms of its distribution may not permit us to make the data publicly
available. Thus, Appendix A gives a detailed explanation of how this dataset was
obtained. (Others can follow the steps and obtain a similar dataset.) Each actor
name became a record and we extracted its q-grams (for q ∈ {2, 3}). Essentially,
for each q-gram that occurs in at least one name, we recorded the list of record-ids
where the actor’s name contained at least one occurrence of the q-gram. Whereas
the work of Li et al. [25] would have computed results over the sorted lists of inte-
gers, we followed the approach of Ferro et al. [12] and represented each sorted list
of integers by a bitmap: in our case either an uncompressed bitmap (BITSET) or
an EWAH compressed bitmap. Whereas Li et al. chose q = 3, Ferro et al. chose
q = 2. We used both values of q. There is at least one bigram that is extremely com-
mon in this data: most actor names are given as a surname, a comma, a space, and
a forename. Such a format will contain the comma-space bigram. Therefore, there
is at least one bitmap that is very dense, and this may help explain why algorithms
did not always behave similarly on the two datasets.
The PGDVD-3gr and PGDVD-2gr datasets are similar to the IMDB datasets,
except instead of actor names, we formed q-grams from chunks of text from the
Project Gutenberg DVD [31]. Each chunk was obtained by concatenating para-
graphs until we accumulated at least 1000 characters. We rejected any paragraph
with over 20 000 characters—this protected us from some content on the Project
Gutenberg DVD. (Unfortunately, the DVD contains not only the desired natural-
language texts of out-of-copyright books, but it also contains the human genetic
code and also the digits of pi and other irrational constants.)
The PGDVD dataset is based on the vocabulary present in the Project Guten-
berg DVD. The text in the 11,118 suitable text files files on the DVD was tokenized
into maximal sequences of alphabetic characters. Tokens longer than 20 characters
were discarded; the human genome files created such long tokens. The remaining
distinct tokens (there were more than 2 million of them) were considered to be
words, although not all of them are in English. We formed a dataset with a row for
every word, and a column (corresponding to a bitmap) for each of the 11,118 files.
The bitmap for a file contained a 1 whenever that file contained the associated word
at least once. Such bitmaps should be highly compressible, because words that first
occur within a given text will occupy contiguous portions of the bitmaps.
Whereas an inverted index over the DVD would have a set for each word (indi-
cating the files that contain the word), we have a set for each file. Thus our PGDVD
dataset can be considered an “uninverted” index, or the transpose of an inverted in-
dex. Similarity queries on such a dataset will yield words that often occur in the
same files/books as a query word. We suspect that a useful tool for a literary ana-
lyst could use this approach, and the development of this dataset was motivated by
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Table 9: Characteristics of real datasets. Overall bitmap density is the number of
ones, divided by the product of the number of rows and the number of bitmaps.
Dataset Rows Attributes Bitmaps Average Density
Overall Similarity
IMDB-2gr 1,783,816 4276 4276 4.5× 10−3 1.3× 10−1
IMDB-3gr 1,783,816 50,663 50,663 4.1× 10−4 3.0× 10−2
PGDVD 2,439,448 11,118 11,118 2.9× 10−4 6.1× 10−3
PGDVD-2gr 3,513,575 755 755 2.8× 10−1 7.0× 10−1
PGDVD-3gr 3,513,575 20,247 20,247 2.8× 10−2 3.6× 10−1
CensusIncome 199,523 42 103,419 4.1× 10−4 5.6× 10−1
some of our prior work [19].
We also chose a more conventional dataset with many attributes, CensusIn-
come [23, 13]. A conventional bitmap index was built, having a bitmap for every
attribute value. One attribute is responsible for 99,800 of the bitmaps; the remain-
ing 3619 bitmaps are much denser than these 99,800.
5.3 Synthetic data
We also experimented with smaller synthetic datasets. One difficulty is that thresh-
old queries for moderately large T almost always return an empty set (except for
the row selected for the similarity query), which may not be very realistic.
Each random bitmap represented a set with 10,000 entries, created by a uni-
form random process or a clustered [2] process. With both the uniform and the
clustered process, three datasets were generated: a dense one, where the set ele-
ments ranged between 0 and 29,999; a moderately sparse one, where the set el-
ements ranged between 0 and 999,999; and a sparse one, where the set elements
ranged up to 9,999,999. The names of the synthetic datasets encode the param-
eters: [Clustered;1111;10000;r] and [Uniform;1111;10000;r] (|Bi| = 10000 and
value 1111 was used to seed the random-number generator.)
The moderate or sparse uniform datasets would not be good candidates for
EWAH compression: when the elements present in a set are sorted, an element
and its successor will usually not be within 64 values of each other, and therefore
most set elements require a whole machine word for storage (plus the overhead to
specify the run of zeros). Thus the moderate and sparse uniform data would be
better stored as sorted lists of integers.
Our dense uniform datasets are well suited for bitmap representation. Since
runs of zero (or one) will rarely be long, bitmap compression is not useful.
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5.4 Queries Used
For our experiments, we will have an intended value ofN . A similarity query takes
some row-id and determines the bitmaps whose associated sets contain that rid. If
there were exactlyN bitmaps, we would then use them in a threshold computation.
Even if T = N , we will obtain a nonempty answer to a threshold computation, as
the original rid meets the threshold.
Unfortunately, this may be fewer or more than N bitmaps. If there are more
than N bitmaps, we simply take the first N . If we have N ′ bitmaps, where
N ′ < N , we will take bN/N ′c or dN/N ′e copies of each bitmap, in order to
obtain a collection of N bitmaps. The trick of taking repeated copies is a known
approach to obtaining a weighted threshold computation by transforming it to our
unweighted thresholds [21]. In our case, we are simulating having weights bN/N ′c
and dN/N ′e.
We have a second approach to boost the number of bitmaps in a similarity
query. Instead of taking a single row-id, we take 10 or 100. For each row id,
we proceed as before, determining the set of bitmaps that have 1 for that row-
id. The union of all these sets of bitmaps is then considered, and we either select
the first N of them (if the union has more than N ), or we take multiple copies
as needed to obtain a collection of N . We use the notation “similarity(10)” and
“similarity(100)” to indicate the use of this second approach. Note that threshold
computations with T ≈ N will now have the (very likely) possibility of returning
empty results.
Note that the frequencies of various q-grams differ widely, and the frequencies
of words in the PGDVD dataset will also follow Zipf’s law. An implication is that
if we randomly select a word from the dataset and take its q-grams, we will, on
average, be looking at frequent q-grams. Thus the last two columns in Table 9
differ: the first shows the average density of bitmaps from the dataset, whereas
the second shows the average density of the bitmaps actually selected by similarity
queries.
There is one subtle but important difference, involving binary attributes, be-
tween similarity queries against CensusIncome and the other datasets. The other
datasets are based only on binary (Boolean) attributes, and the similarity queries
are based only on true values. For example, a similarity query on string ‘Sam’
will involve the bitmap for bigram ‘am’, but for the edit-distance application of
Sarawagi and Kirpal, it will not involve a bitmap for “does not contain bigram
‘pq”’. However, if we had encoded the relationship of strings and bigrams in a ta-
ble, there would have been an attribute for each possible bigram. Two values (true
and false) would appear in the column. Thus, there would be a (presumably sparse)
bitmap for the true value, and a (presumably dense) bitmap for the false value. A
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similarity query for ’Sam’ over such a table would involve the bitmap for “does not
contain bigram ‘pq”’, because ‘Sam’ does meet the condition of this bitmap. Since
the Sarawagi and Kirpal approach is based only on the bigrams actually present,
our solution has been to treat binary attributes specially. Yet there are other cases
(perhaps a gender attribute with values ‘M’ and ‘F’) where binary attributes should
be treated the same as other attributes. This may indicate that similarity queries
should allow users to specify how to handle ’False’ values of Boolean attributes.
Note that including the dense bitmaps would have drastically favoured algo-
rithms that do not iterate over the 1 bits (such as the circuit-based approaches or
RBMRG).
Competitions: We assess the effectiveness of the various algorithms by measur-
ing their wall-clock times on a variety of test runs, each called a competition. A
competition consists of a dataset, specific values of N and T , and a randomly se-
lected rid (or set of rids) that will determine which N bitmaps are selected in a
similarity query 11.
Each algorithm is assigned a rank that depends on its speed, with rank 0 being
the fastest algorithm. Each algorithm is also compared, for each competition, to
see whether it is no more than 50% or 100% slower than the rank-0 algorithm.
Results are then tabulated for a related collection of competitions. Currently,
we have one collection (SMALL-COMPETITIONS) of competitions to reflect cases
where N is small. The queries correspond to a single row. Pairs N and T are
as follows: (4,3), (8,3), (8,4), (8,6), (8,7), (16,3), (16,4), (16,5), (16,6), (16,9),
(16,12), (16,13), (16,14), (16,15), (32,3), (32,4), (32,6), (32,9), (32,13), (32,15),
(32,19), (32,21), (32,28), (32,30), (32,31). These pairs are generated by doubling
N and using T values that are either T ′ or N + 2 − T ′ where T ′ = 3, 4, 6, . . .
is generated by T ′1 = 3 and T ′k = b32T ′k−1c. This choice of T values favours
especially large and especially small thresholds. Especially large thresholds, for
moderate sizes of N , should be typical of certain applications, including that of Li
et al. [25]. On these small competitions, we used similarity queries for IMDB-2gr,
IMDB-3gr, PGDVD and CensusIncome.
We also run MEDIUM-COMPETITIONS, a collection of competitions using a
wider range of N and T values. The values of N are still obtained by repeated
doubling, and the values of T are still obtained as before. However, N goes up to
11In our experiments the choice of N , random seed and dataset uniquely determines the set of
bitmaps chosen. This means that as T is varied, we can cleanly see the effect of T on that particular
set of N bitmaps, as long as we use the same seed for the random number generator. However, if we
hold T constant and look at the effect of varying N , we may get a collection of three sparse bitmaps
for T = 3, but four dense bitmaps for T = 4, and so forth. To reduce this effect, we use 10 different
runs and report their averages when showing how time varies with N .
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128 (and T can go up to 127). For MEDIUM-COMPETITIONS, we used similar-
ity(10) queries for IMDB-2gr, IMDB-3gr, PGDVD and CensusIncome.
Finally, we have LARGE-COMPETITIONS, where N can go up to 512 and T
can go to 511. We used similarity(100) queries for IMDB-2gr, IMDB-3gr, Cen-
susIncome and PGDVD, but similarity queries were used for PGDVD-2gr and
PGDVD-3gr. Due to the nature of our synthetic datasets, it does not really mat-
ter which type of query we used, except we note that we did not duplicate any
bitmaps.
5.5 Scalability of Algorithms
As previewed in Tables 3 and 4, the various algorithms’ running times are all af-
fected12 by N . Some are affected by T and others are highly sensitive to the
characteristics of the datasets being processed.
Although we later present more details on the effect of these factors on each
algorithm, a few examples on compressed bitmaps first illustrate these effects.
Fig. 3 shows how several algorithms behaved as N was changed. For each
value of N , we took 10 similarity queries and averaged their running times, hold-
ing T constant at N/2. Note that we did not count the time to compute the appro-
priate threshold circuit, for the circuit-based approaches. This is justified by the
discussion in § 4.4.5. To focus on the growth rate, the time for an algorithm has
been normalized by dividing it by that algorithm’s speed when N = 32.
Fig. 4 shows the effect of varying T , on one particular set of 64 bitmaps. Ab-
solute times are shown, but on a logarithmic scale.
5.6 ‘w’ and Non-‘w’ Algorithms
We have two main implementation styles. Algorithms whose names begin with ‘w’
were implemented by converting the compressed bitmaps into sorted lists of inte-
gers, and then processing these lists. Some of the algorithms in question require the
manipulation of such lists and seem to demand all of their data in memory in such
a format. Examples would be W2CTI or WSORT. Thus, there is no native bitmap
implementation of such an algorithm. Other algorithms were implemented using
both implementation styles, and thus have a ‘w’ version and a native bitmap ver-
sion. We did not implement a native bitmap version of WMGSK, having observed
that
• the other ‘w’ implementations almost always outperformed it, and
12 For table entries (such as that for SCANCOUNT) where B is given but N is not explicit, note
that B grows as N grows: given a set of N bitmaps with B ones, if a new nonzero bitmap is added,
the total number of ones increases.
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• the overheads of converting a bitmap into a sorted list of integers always
outweighed whatever gains might be obtained by processing integer arrays.
With these ‘w’ algorithms, there are limitations to which datasets and queries
can be processed, due to the requirement of storing the input as (frequently huge)
integer lists. Algorithm WSORT particularly had difficulties, and many data points
for N ≥ 128 are missing. WMGSK had trouble for N = 512 on PGDVD-3gr.
Even when larger N values were handled by such algorithms, the running times
were often much higher than one might anticipate, and also the CPU utilization
for the single-threaded tests were frequently noted to exceed 100%. This presum-
ably indicates concurrent work by the garbage collector, and such results may not
represent the behaviour we would find on a machine with more memory.
5.7 Uncompressed bitmaps
While our primary interest is in word-aligned RLE bitmaps, it is useful to look at
the simpler case of uncompressed bitmaps. Therefore, we experimented with algo-
rithms operating over JAVA.UTIL.BITSET. We implement LOOPED, DSK with var-
ious choices of parameter µ, SCANCOUNT (see Appendix D), TREEADD, SSUM,
SOPCKT and SRTCKT.
The technique used by SCANCOUNT to iterate through only the set bits means
that it does less work when there are few set bits. Thus we experiment with queries
where the BITSETs are taken from the index, as well as cases where the same
BITSETs are negated prior to threshold computations.
For display purposes we are comparing only a few algorithms, and thus we can
associate each one with a colour. Then for each dataset we generate two different
sequences of queries. The first randomly chooses logN uniformly from 2.0 to
10.0. From that, we compute the nearest integer N . We then randomly choose
an integer threshold T from 2 to N − 1 inclusive. Finally, we choose N bitmaps
corresponding to a similarity query. Note that if a particular value of N is chosen
several times, we do not (usually) generate the same N bitmaps. The query is
executed using each of the algorithms, and we record which one was fastest. We
also keep track of the total time taken by each algorithm. Since the choice of N
and T often determines which algorithm is fastest, we place the winner’s coloured
marker on an N ,T grid.
The second sequence of queries is similar, except that every bitmap has been
negated.
Table 10 gives results for similarity queries. We would usually select the
bitmap for the comma-space bigram in each test for IMDB-2gr, and this bitmap’s
high density hurts SCANCOUNT enough that TREEADD can overcome it. These
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Figure 3: Effect of N on running times of several algorithms on EWAH compressed
bitmaps. T = N/2, and the chosen dataset is PGDVD-3gr. To focus on scalability,
each algorithm’s running time is normalized so that it takes unit time when N =
32.
effects are shown visually in Fig. 5. Each marker shows which algorithm was
fastest for a query of a given N and T in the workload. As noted, we presume
the comma-space bigram’s bitmap was involved in most queries for IMDB-2gr.
Thus we see the adder circuits performed well for moderate and large values of T ,
whereas SCANCOUNT never was best. For small values of T , LOOPED is usually
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Figure 4: Effect of T on running times of several algorithms on EWAH compressed
bitmaps. N=64, and the dataset is PGDVD-3gr. SSUM took about 200 ms except
for T = 3, where it took about 400 ms.
Table 10: Total workload times (seconds), uncompressed bitmaps (BITSET)
Algorithm As Given Negated
IMDB-2 IMDB-3 PGDVD IMDB-2 IMDB-3 PGDVD
SCANCOUNT 23.1 8.6 3.3 112.7 124.2 105.3
LOOPED 208.2 203.0 113.9 219.1 218.1 170.4
DSK 61.5 18.4 8.0 619.0 586.3 493.0
TREEADD 6.4 6.1 3.0 6.4 6.5 3.9
SSUM 6.5 6.4 3.8 7.2 7.9 4.8
SRTCKT 26.6 25.8 16.3 26.0 25.6 21.1
WMGOPT 106.1 28.6 12.0 – – –
W2CTI 55.5 16.3 5.0 – – –
the fastest technique when T ≤ 3. With IMDB-3gr and PGDVD we see the adders
competing with SCANCOUNT once N is larger than about 60. Depending on the
dataset, the pruning-based approaches DSK and W2CTI are sometimes effective
(DSK requires T ≈ N to be successful, whereas W2CTI can handle cases when T
and N differ more).
Using BITSET, we found that the sideways-sum adder was frequently slower
than the tree adder for certain datasets. For instance, with PGDVD and N = 119,
T = 60 it took 55.1 ms for the sideways-sum adder, but only 46.6 ms for the other.
Other combinations of N and T were similar. We found this surprising, because
the tree adder requires about 40% more operations than the sideways-sum adder.
Investigating the OpenJDK source code for BITSET [16], we found that operations
such as AND and OR are optimized to avoid work after the word containing the last
set bit in a bitmap. By setting a sentinel bit after the last valid row-id in the index,
we can force all BITSETs to have their maximum length. In that case, both kinds
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of adder became significantly slower: for N = 119 and T = 60 the sideways-
sum and tree-adder speeds were 71.8 ms and 113 ms, respectively. Thus, the speed
ratio between adders was much closer to what we expected. Since BITSET is not a
fixed-length vector of bits, we see how its implementation makes the determination
of the faster algorithm become data dependent. While we know the tree-adder
circuit manipulates more BITSETs, presumably they were much shorter ones when
processing our datasets for small values of N : the pattern in Fig. 5 is that SSUM
was the faster Adder circuit for smaller values ofN , whereas TREEADD was faster
for large N .
When the BITSETs were negated, we obtained extremely dense bitmaps. It
is not surprising that SCANCOUNT was negatively affected by the density of the
bitmaps, as it iterates over the ones. It may be surprising that LOOPED, TREEADD,
SSUM and SRTCKT were affected, because should have been (more or less) obliv-
ious to their data. However, the BITSET representation, as implemented in Open-
JDK, only stores bitmap words until the word with until the largest one bit. In
negating the bitmaps, we used BitSet.flip(0,numRows). Suppose that
numRows was 1000, but we had a bitmap whose last set bit was 20. After the
flip, it would have required 50 times more data to store. Presumably it would also
have taken longer to process.
The poor performance for LOOPED arose because the workload included queries
with large values of T , and the algorithm’s running time depends strongly on T .
However, it frequently outperformed the other algorithms when T was extremely
small. Unfortunately, the total workload times were dominated by the times of the
queries whereN and T were large13. For similar reasons, it appears that TREEADD
was always to be preferred to SRTCKT. However, for smaller N and T , SRTCKT
frequently outperformed TREEADD.
Under BITSET negation, we see a pattern for IMDB-2gr (Fig. 5d) much like
Fig. 5a, except that DSK is never best. (Due to memory limitations, none of the ‘w’
algorithms could be run.) Results for BITSET negation on IMDB-2gr and PGDVD
were almost indistinguishable from the pattern seen in Fig. 5d, except in which
adder circuit was better (they preferred the sideways-sum adder).
Discussion: If one does not know much about the data and does not know the
values of N and T to expect, the adder circuits are safe bets (see Table 10. If T is
known to be very small, LOOPED is a reasonable choice, and SRTCKT may also
fare well. Algorithms SCANCOUNT, DSK and the ‘w’ algorithms can be good
choices if the data is known to be very sparse. For W2CTI and DSK, we need to
have effective opportunities for pruning, and thus T needs to be very large. How-
13 The query-generation process tends to produce large T values when N is large.
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Figure 5: The fastest algorithm for each of the 100 queries in the workload are
shown. Similarity queries were used over BITSETs.
ever, SCANCOUNT is too slow when the data is dense, DSK can perform very
poorly unless T ≈ N , and the ‘w’ algorithms will fail if the integer-list represen-
tation requires too much memory (each bit can turn into a 32-bit quantity, for a
32-fold space expansion).
5.8 Comparing Algorithms on EWAH
Our experiments first focus on the individual algorithms. For each algorithm, we
show how it scales with N and T on similarity queries involving both synthetic
and real datasets. We omit SOPCKT because it cannot be run with most N and T
combinations. We omit W2CTN and W2CTA because the better pruning done by
W2CTI means they are usually worse than W2CTI.
The experiments varying T were done with one particular set of bitmaps. It
corresponds to N = 32 and SMALL-COMPETITIONS. The logarithmic y scale can
make differences look small, but this is needed to show the drastic differences that
T can make for some algorithms.
To study scaling withN , we ran a series of competitions usingN = 4, 8, 16, . . .
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up to 512 for T = 3, T = N/2 and T = N − 1. Ten similarity queries (each with
one prototypical item) were generated for each value ofN . The 10 times were then
averaged, and the averaged time was then normalized by dividing it by the average
time for N = 32.
To allow a comparison between algorithms, we show heat maps indicating the
conditions (N and T ) when that algorithm performed well on our real datasets.
(We also show when its performance is terrible, which we define as 10 times
longer than the fastest algorithm.) This data included SMALL-COMPETITIONS,
MEDIUM-COMPETITIONS, LARGE-COMPETITIONS as well as the competitions
used when varying N .
Unfortunately, the heat map aggregates results from our various real datasets,
and the algorithm performance can be greatly influenced by the dataset used. The
heat maps do not provide a way to see the effect of the dataset. Thus, these heat
maps might be appropriate for a workload in which all datasets were used equally,
and with N and T distributions that were independent of the dataset.
After these per-algorithm results are given and discussed, § 5.9 ranks the algo-
rithms by supposing a workload that gives equal importance to queries over each
dataset, but in which a fixed N and T are used. A stacked bar chart is then used.
An algorithm’s overall slowness on the workload is shown by the overall height
of the bar. However, it is illustrative to see the individual contributions from the
various datasets. From this we can assess the sensitivity of the various algorithms
to the characteristics of their datasets. We show such stacked bar charts for a few
representative (N,T ) combinations.
Appendix C provides yet another view into the outcome of the competitions.
Here, results for the various (N,T ) combinations are aggregated, but we focus on
the individual suboptimalities ( (measured time - best time)/best time ) observed.
They are shown as points on a per-algorithm badness column. The problem with
this view is that one cannot tell whichN andK values correspond to a given point.
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Figure 6: Varying T and N on SCANCOUNT, synthetic data (effect of varying N
uses time relative to N = 32)
5.8.1 Algorithm SCANCOUNT
The effect of varying T on SCANCOUNT are shown in Figs. 6a and 7a.
1. The effects of varying N are shown in Figs. 6b–6d and 7b–8c.
2. The percentage of
(a) cases where the algorithm achieved the fastest results is shown in Fig. 9a;
(b) cases where it was within 50% of the fastest result (including the fastest
cases) is in Fig. 9b;
(c) cases within 100% is shown in Fig. 9c.
(d) disastrous cases is shown in Fig. 9d. In such cases, the algorithm took
at least 10 times as long as the fastest algorithm.
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Figure 7: Varying T and N on SCANCOUNT, real data (effect of varying N uses
time relative to N = 32)
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Figure 8: Effect of N (times relative to N = 32) for smaller values of N , on
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Figure 9: Heat map showing when to use and when to avoid ScnCnt
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Several algorithms showed little effect from T . This include SCANCOUNT,
WSORT, WHEAP, HASHCNT and (to some extent) TREEADD.
SCANCOUNT had strong overall performance, and was strongest whenN ≥ 32
and T was neither particularly big or particularly small. The number of terrible
cases was few, and they tended to arise when N was large and T < N/2. Since
SCANCOUNT was not much affected by T , these results tend to highlight values of
N and T where competitors were particularly strong.
Synthetic data clearly shows the dependence on r, and also dense cases had
an unusual situation at N = 4, N = 8 (and peaking at N = 16) where the algo-
rithm was substantially slower than for N = 32. This effect remains unexplained.
Nothing similar was observed on real data.
5.8.2 Algorithm RBMRG
The effect of varying T on RBMRG are shown in Figs. 10a and 11a.
1. The effects of varying N are shown in Figs. 10b–10d and 11b–12c.
2. The percentage of
(a) cases where the algorithm achieved the fastest results is shown in Fig. 13a;
(b) cases where it was within 50% of the fastest result (including the fastest
cases) is in Fig. 13b;
(c) cases within 100% is shown in Fig. 13c.
(d) disastrous cases is shown in Fig. 13d. In such cases, the algorithm took
at least 10 times as long as the fastest algorithm.
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Figure 10: Varying T and N on RBMRG, synthetic data (effect of varying N uses
time relative to N = 32)
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Figure 11: Varying T and N on RBMRG, real data (effect of varying N uses time
relative to N = 32)
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Figure 12: Effect of N (times relative to N = 32) for smaller values of N , on
RBMrg
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Figure 13: Heat map showing when to use and when to avoid RBMrg
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The most complex behaviour with respect to T was with RBMRG (Fig. 11a.)
On one real dataset, its performance was not affected by T . On two others, time
dropped substantially when T was large enough. The growth rates of CensusIn-
come, PGDVD-2gr and PGDVD-3gr resembled the growth observed for the dense
synthetic data: an increase in running time, followed by a reduction at the largest T .
IMDB-2gr and IMDB-3gr more resembled the moderately sparse synthetic data.
Synthetic data shows that RBMRG’s run-based performance benefited from the
clustered dense data, which presumably had few runs. The improvement with T
may be surprising, as the input runs processed are clearly independent of T . How-
ever, we compute an output, which is more quickly done if there are fewer runs.
When T is large, we are typically just coalescing runs of zeros, a fast operation for
a compressed bitmap. Similarly, when T is small, we may be quickly coalescing
runs of ones. For in-between values of T we have to solve a threshold problem
involving the dirty words.
The complexity of the output bitmap, in terms of the number of its runs, could
be as high as the total RUNCOUNT of its inputs. Thus, while the processing of the
input’s RUNCOUNT runs may be unaffected by T , the number of output runs (after
coalescing) may vary dramatically. If the cost of constructing a compressed bitmap
is substantially higher than the cost of reading one, we could see results where the
threshold makes these kinds of differences (factors near 10).
Its strengths seem to be with N = 16 and N = 32 for larger values of T . It
was only infrequently terrible, even more so than SCANCOUNT.
5.8.3 Algorithm DSK
The effect of varying T on DSK are shown in Figs. 14a and 15a.
1. The effects of varying N are shown in Figs. 14b–14d and 15b–16c.
2. The percentage of
(a) cases where the algorithm achieved the fastest results is shown in Fig. 17a;
(b) cases where it was within 50% of the fastest result (including the fastest
cases) is in Fig. 17b;
(c) cases within 100% is shown in Fig. 17c.
(d) disastrous cases is shown in Fig. 17d. In such cases, the algorithm took
at least 10 times as long as the fastest algorithm.
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Figure 14: Varying T and N on DSK, synthetic data (effect of varying N uses
time relative to N = 32)
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(c) Vary N , T ≈ N/2
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(d) Vary N , T = N − 1
Figure 15: Varying T and N on DSK, real data (effect of varying N uses time
relative to N = 32)
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Figure 16: Effect ofN (times relative toN = 32) for smaller values ofN , on DSk
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Figure 17: Heat map showing when to use and when to avoid DSk
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Table 11: Values of µ recommended.
Dataset 1 row, N = 16 10 rows, N = 128 100 rows, N = 512
PGDVD 0.0343 0.0226 0.5820
CensusIncome 0.0432 0.0162 0.0144
IMDB-2gr 0.0508 0.0495 0.0536
IMDB-3gr 0.1170 0.0731 0.1390
The algorithms that use pruning (DSK, WMGSK, MGOPT) benefited greatly
from large thresholds. Typical differences were between 1 and 2 orders of magni-
tude. However, the shape of the drop-off curve varied by dataset.
Synthetic data shows that the density of a dataset was important in determin-
ing how steep the drop-off curve from pruning is. (We see this both in Figs. 14a
and 15d.) It seems that denser data led to more benefit from pruning.
When T = N − 1, we see a very complex behaviour on several real datasets
that peaked early with N . PGDVD-2gr peaks at 16 and then became faster with
larger N , until N = 128. Thereafter, its time very gradually increased with N .
DSK depends significantly on the choice of an appropriate parameter µ that
controls L. The suggested approach from [25] was to determine this experimen-
tally, for each dataset, using a collection of representative queries. We chose a
single sample of size N as discussed above, then ran queries with a collection of
different threshold values. The selected values of µ are shown in Table 11. Note
that the best value for µ depends significantly on the threshold, and thus the values
in the tables are thus compromises that may work poorly for many thresholds. For
instance, when N = 512, T = 369, IMDB-3gr preferred µ = 0.00490. Yet the
approach in [25] would have us use µ = 0.139 whenever N = 512, because many
smaller thresholds preferred it.
We see a wide range of µ values. For experiments, we chose four represen-
tative values: µ ∈ {0.005, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1}, labelling DSK with these choices as
DSk.005, DSk.02, DSk.05 and DSk.1. We also report (as DSk) on the best result
achieved by any of the 4 µ values, which is what is shown here. This gives the al-
gorithm an unfair advantage, as we do not know how to obtain these results without
multiple attempts using different values of µ. In our experience, the difference be-
tween a good and a poor choice of µ (within the range discussed above) is usually
less than an order of magnitude.
The heat maps show that DSK was a good choice when T was close to N .
However, when this was not the case, DivideSkip was frequently terrible.
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Figure 18: Varying T and N on MGOPT, synthetic data (effect of varying N uses
time relative to N = 32)
5.8.4 Algorithm MGOPT
The effect of varying T on MGOPT are shown in Figs. 18a and 19a.
1. The effects of varying N are shown in Figs. 18b–18d and 19b–20c.
2. The percentage of
(a) cases where the algorithm achieved the fastest results is shown in Fig. 21a;
(b) cases where it was within 50% of the fastest result (including the fastest
cases) is in Fig. 21b;
(c) cases within 100% is shown in Fig. 21c.
(d) disastrous cases is shown in Fig. 21d. In such cases, the algorithm took
at least 10 times as long as the fastest algorithm.
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(b) Vary N , T = 3
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(c) Vary N , T ≈ N/2
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(d) Vary N , T = N − 1
Figure 19: Varying T and N on MGOPT, real data (effect of varying N uses time
relative to N = 32)
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(b) T ≈ N/2
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(c) T = N − 1
Figure 20: Effect of N (times relative to N = 32) for smaller values of N , on
MgOpt
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Figure 21: Heat map showing when to use and when to avoid MgOpt
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MGOPThas performance similar to (but weaker than) DSK. It seems to have
more trouble on non-dense synthetic data than DSK when T ≈ N/2. On real data,
with T = N − 1 it has many of the same behaviours as DSK.
5.8.5 Algorithm W2CTI
The effect of varying T on W2CTI are shown in Figs. 22a and 23a.
1. The effects of varying N are shown in Figs. 22b–22d and 23b–24c.
2. The percentage of
(a) cases where the algorithm achieved the fastest results is shown in Fig. 25a;
(b) cases where it was within 50% of the fastest result (including the fastest
cases) is in Fig. 25b;
(c) cases within 100% is shown in Fig. 25c.
(d) disastrous cases is shown in Fig. 25d. In such cases, the algorithm took
at least 10 times as long as the fastest algorithm.
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Figure 22: Varying T and N on W2CTI, synthetic data (effect of varying N uses
time relative to N = 32)
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(d) Vary N , T = N − 1
Figure 23: Varying T and N on W2CTI, real data (effect of varying N uses time
relative to N = 32)
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(c) T = N − 1
Figure 24: Effect of N (times relative to N = 32) for smaller values of N , on
w2CtI
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Figure 25: Heat map showing when to use and when to avoid w2CtI
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Algorithm W2CTI appears to have had superlinear (inN ) running time on syn-
thetic data. Recall that its worst-case running time is Θ(BN) and that B, on aver-
age, increases linearly with N . Thus it might not be surprising to see super-linear
increases. We also see that this algorithm was fastest for dense data. With such
data, there is a good chance for items to have occurred in both lists being merged,
resulting in a smaller output and less data being processed in future merges. Sim-
ilar effects were observed (but are not shown) for W2CTA or W2CTN which do
less (or no) pruning.
All ‘w’ implementations suffered from memory problems that affected their
performance when N was large, for some of the larger datasets. In particular, on
PGDVD-2gr, the computation for W2CTI took excessive time for N = 256 and
failed for N = 512.
On real data, W2CTI heat maps show that this was a very poor algorithm for
large N and small T . It did have some wins and some good behaviour when
T ≈ N .
5.8.6 Algorithm LOOPED
The effect of varying T on LOOPED are shown in Figs. 26a and 27a.
1. The effects of varying N are shown in Figs. 26b–26d and 27b–28c.
2. The percentage of
(a) cases where the algorithm achieved the fastest results is shown in Fig. 29a;
(b) cases where it was within 50% of the fastest result (including the fastest
cases) is in Fig. 29b;
(c) cases within 100% is shown in Fig. 29c.
(d) disastrous cases is shown in Fig. 29d. In such cases, the algorithm took
at least 10 times as long as the fastest algorithm.
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Figure 26: Varying T and N on LOOPED, synthetic data (effect of varying N uses
time relative to N = 32)
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(b) Vary N , T = 3
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(c) Vary N , T ≈ N/2
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(d) Vary N , T = N − 1
Figure 27: Varying T and N on LOOPED, real data (effect of varying N uses time
relative to N = 32)
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(c) T = N − 1
Figure 28: Effect of N (times relative to N = 32) for smaller values of N , on
Looped
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(d) Terrible
Figure 29: Heat map showing when to use and when to avoid Looped
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As expected, LOOPED usually became worse with T , although the effect was
much more pronounced on real data. The large dip from T = 3 to T = 4 on the
dense synthetic data is unexplained. The algorithm for LOOPED does the opera-
tions for T = 3 in the course of computing T = 4. We see the same surprising
effect on real data, for CensusIncome. When N is varied with T = 3 we again see
unusual behaviour for the dense synthetic data. This may be due to the efficiency
with which JavaEWAH can OR bitmaps that have long runs of ones. Otherwise,
for synthetic data we see curves that make sense, given our O(NT ) analysis.
Heatmaps confirm that the approach, which does not win particularly often,
does so for smaller values of T , even with larger N . It is almost always terrible
when both N and T are large.
5.8.7 Algorithm wMergeSkip
The effect of varying T on wMergeSkip are shown in Figs. 30a and 31a.
1. The effects of varying N are shown in Figs. 30b–30d and 31b–32c.
2. The percentage of
(a) cases where the algorithm achieved the fastest results is shown in Fig. 33a;
(b) cases where it was within 50% of the fastest result (including the fastest
cases) is in Fig. 33b;
(c) cases within 100% is shown in Fig. 33c.
(d) disastrous cases is shown in Fig. 33d. In such cases, the algorithm took
at least 10 times as long as the fastest algorithm.
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Figure 30: Varying T and N on wMergeSkip, synthetic data (effect of varying N
uses time relative to N = 32)
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(d) Vary N , T = N − 1
Figure 31: Varying T and N on wMergeSkip, real data (effect of varying N uses
time relative to N = 32)
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(c) T = N − 1
Figure 32: Effect of N (times relative to N = 32) for smaller values of N , on
wMgSk
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Figure 33: Heat map showing when to use and when to avoid wMgSk
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The ‘w’ version of MergeSkip is outperformed by the ‘w’ version of DivideSkip
(which is in turn outperformed by the bitmap version of DivideSkip). On synthetic
and real data, we see that larger T values improve time: pruning is working.
On real data, we see the memory problems faced by many ‘w’ implementa-
tions: for several datasets, N = 512 results could not be obtained.
Examining heatmaps, we see the algorithm was never best. Again, its (limited)
strength is along the T ≈ N diagonal and it is frequently terrible.
5.8.8 Algorithm SRTCKT
The effect of varying T on SRTCKT are shown in Figs. 34a and 35a.
1. The effects of varying N are shown in Figs. 34b–34d and 35b–36c.
2. The percentage of
(a) cases where the algorithm achieved the fastest results is shown in Fig. 37a;
(b) cases where it was within 50% of the fastest result (including the fastest
cases) is in Fig. 37b;
(c) cases within 100% is shown in Fig. 37c.
(d) disastrous cases is shown in Fig. 37d. In such cases, the algorithm took
at least 10 times as long as the fastest algorithm.
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(d) Vary N , T = N − 1
Figure 34: Varying T and N on SRTCKT, synthetic data (effect of varying N uses
time relative to N = 32)
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(a) Vary T , N = 32
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(c) Vary N , T ≈ N/2
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(d) Vary N , T = N − 1
Figure 35: Varying T and N on SRTCKT, real data (effect of varying N uses time
relative to N = 32)
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(b) T ≈ N/2
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(c) T = N − 1
Figure 36: Effect of N (times relative to N = 32) for smaller values of N , on
SrtCkt
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(d) Terrible
Figure 37: Heat map showing when to use and when to avoid SrtCkt
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On synthetic data, SRTCKT is not much affected by T , but it prefers dense
data. Such bitmaps compress better and there is more opportunity for bit-level
parallelism than with extremely sparse data. For dense synthetic data, there is an
initial peak when N varies, similar to SCANCOUNT.
On some real datasets, varying T makes a significant difference without an ob-
vious trend. Since the circuits differ according to T , this may not be too surprising.
However, the same circuit behaves differently for different datasets.
On real datasets, increasing N appears to lead to superlinear time increases.
We may be seeing the extra log2N factor, or the slowdown may be due to memory
use (SRTCKTseems to require more space for its temporary results than the adder
circuits).
SRTCKT is strongest when both N and T are small. It becomes increasingly
terrible withN and is frequently terrible whenN = 512, but is rarely terrible when
N ≤ 32.
5.8.9 Algorithm TREEADD
The effect of varying T on TREEADD are shown in Figs. 38a and 39a.
1. The effects of varying N are shown in Figs. 38b–38d and 39b–40c.
2. The percentage of
(a) cases where the algorithm achieved the fastest results is shown in Fig. 41a;
(b) cases where it was within 50% of the fastest result (including the fastest
cases) is in Fig. 41b;
(c) cases within 100% is shown in Fig. 41c.
(d) disastrous cases is shown in Fig. 41d. In such cases, the algorithm took
at least 10 times as long as the fastest algorithm.
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Figure 38: Varying T and N on TREEADD, synthetic data (effect of varying N
uses time relative to N = 32)
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(c) Vary N , T ≈ N/2
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(d) Vary N , T = N − 1
Figure 39: Varying T and N on TREEADD, real data (effect of varying N uses
time relative to N = 32)
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(c) T = N − 1
Figure 40: Effect of N (times relative to N = 32) for smaller values of N , on
TreeAdd
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(d) Terrible
Figure 41: Heat map showing when to use and when to avoid TreeAdd
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On synthetic data, TREEADD preferred dense data, but its scaling was very
little affected by density. It had erratic behaviour for the three smallest values
of N (4, 8 and 16) on dense synthetic data, and real data shows similarly erratic
behaviour for small N .
This circuit is a good choice when N and T are both small. It is infrequently
terrible; when it is, the situation is that the pruning-based algorithms have become
especially strong. TREEADD has not really degraded.
5.8.10 Algorithm SSUM
The effect of varying T on SSUM are shown in Figs. 42a and 43a.
1. The effects of varying N are shown in Figs. 42b–42d and 43b–44c.
2. The percentage of
(a) cases where the algorithm achieved the fastest results is shown in Fig. 45a;
(b) cases where it was within 50% of the fastest result (including the fastest
cases) is in Fig. 45b;
(c) cases within 100% is shown in Fig. 45c.
(d) disastrous cases is shown in Fig. 45d. In such cases, the algorithm took
at least 10 times as long as the fastest algorithm.
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Figure 42: Varying T and N on SSUM, synthetic data (effect of varying N uses
time relative to N = 32)
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(d) Vary N , T = N − 1
Figure 43: Varying T and N on SSUM, real data (effect of varying N uses time
relative to N = 32)
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(c) T = N − 1
Figure 44: Effect of N (times relative to N = 32) for smaller values of N , on
SSum
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(d) Terrible
Figure 45: Heat map showing when to use and when to avoid SSum
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The sideways-sum circuit behaved much differently for dense synthetic data
than did TREEADD. The odd behaviour for clustered dense data, as T varies, is
unexplained. There seems to be no similar behaviour on our real data, however.
The heatmaps show that it won many competitions across a wide range of T and
N , and was at least frequently fair (except when N was large and T was small,
when LOOPED often made it look worse than fair). Terrible cases were limited
(but more frequent when N = 512) and appeared mostly on the diagonal, where
pruning algorithms could sometimes make it look bad.
5.8.11 Algorithm CSVCKT
The effect of varying T on CSVCKT are shown in Figs. 46a and 47a.
1. The effects of varying N are shown in Figs. 46b–46d and 47b–48c.
2. The percentage of
(a) cases where the algorithm achieved the fastest results is shown in Fig. 49a;
(b) cases where it was within 50% of the fastest result (including the fastest
cases) is in Fig. 49b;
(c) cases within 100% is shown in Fig. 49c.
(d) disastrous cases is shown in Fig. 49d. In such cases, the algorithm took
at least 10 times as long as the fastest algorithm.
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Figure 46: Varying T andN on CSVCKT, synthetic data (effect of varyingN uses
time relative to N = 32)
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(c) Vary N , T ≈ N/2
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(d) Vary N , T = N − 1
Figure 47: Varying T andN on CSVCKT, real data (effect of varyingN uses time
relative to N = 32)
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(b) T ≈ N/2
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(c) T = N − 1
Figure 48: Effect of N (times relative to N = 32) for smaller values of N , on
CSvCkt
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(d) Terrible
Figure 49: Heat map showing when to use and when to avoid CSvCkt
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The carry-save adder approach was not much affected by T or by whether the
synthetic data was uniform or clustered. It was somewhat slower than the other
adder approaches and therefore had fewer wins. It was more frequently terrible
(but in similar situations) when compared to the other adders.
5.8.12 Algorithm WSORT
The effect of varying T on WSORT are shown in Figs. 50a and 51a.
1. The effects of varying N are shown in Figs. 50b–50d and 51b–52c.
2. The percentage of
(a) cases where the algorithm achieved the fastest results is shown in Fig. 53a;
(b) cases where it was within 50% of the fastest result (including the fastest
cases) is in Fig. 53b;
(c) cases within 100% is shown in Fig. 53c.
(d) disastrous cases is shown in Fig. 53d. In such cases, the algorithm took
at least 10 times as long as the fastest algorithm.
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(a) Vary T , N = 32
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(c) Vary N , T ≈ N/2
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(d) Vary N , T = N − 1
Figure 50: Varying T and N on WSORT, synthetic data (effect of varying N uses
time relative to N = 32)
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(a) Vary T , N = 32
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(b) Vary N , T = 3
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(c) Vary N , T ≈ N/2
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(d) Vary N , T = N − 1
Figure 51: Varying T and N on WSORT, real data (effect of varying N uses time
relative to N = 32)
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(b) T ≈ N/2
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(c) T = N − 1
Figure 52: Effect of N (times relative to N = 32) for smaller values of N , on
wSort
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(d) Terrible
Figure 53: Heat map showing when to use and when to avoid wSort
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Algorithm WSORT is not much affected by density, for synthetic data. This
makes sense. The behaviour is very consistent as N is increased. Since we use T
only after most of the work (sorting) has been done, we should not be surprised to
see that T has fairly little effect.
Despite being a ‘w’ algorithm, it won a few cases for smaller N . However, this
algorithm lead to more memory-exhaustion failures than any other, as PGDVD-3gr
and PGDVD-2gr are not successful for N ≥ 256.
5.8.13 Algorithm HASHCNT
The effect of varying T on HASHCNT are shown in Figs. 54a and 55a.
1. The effects of varying N are shown in Figs. 54b–54d and 55b–56c.
2. The percentage of
(a) cases where the algorithm achieved the fastest results is shown in Fig. 57a;
(b) cases where it was within 50% of the fastest result (including the fastest
cases) is in Fig. 57b;
(c) cases within 100% is shown in Fig. 57c.
(d) disastrous cases is shown in Fig. 57d. In such cases, the algorithm took
at least 10 times as long as the fastest algorithm.
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(a) Vary T , N = 32
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(d) Vary N , T = N − 1
Figure 54: Varying T and N on HASHCNT, synthetic data (effect of varying N
uses time relative to N = 32)
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(a) Vary T , N = 32
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(b) Vary N , T = 3
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(c) Vary N , T ≈ N/2
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(d) Vary N , T = N − 1
Figure 55: Varying T and N on HASHCNT, real data (effect of varying N uses
time relative to N = 32)
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(b) T ≈ N/2
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(c) T = N − 1
Figure 56: Effect of N (times relative to N = 32) for smaller values of N , on
HashCnt
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(d) Terrible
Figure 57: Heat map showing when to use and when to avoid HashCnt
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On synthetic data, HASHCNT preferred dense data. Fewer distinct counters
needed to be maintained, and thus the required hash table was smaller, leading to
cache benefits.
The HASHCNT approach was usually terrible. This is somewhat surprising,
considering how strong SCANCOUNT was. If the range of items was too big for
SCANCOUNT, a typical programmer would consider this route instead.
To see why this approach might be so ineffective, we have to compare the costs
of hashing the counter number to the cost of indexing into an array. Also, the
HashMap implementation will require boxing and unboxing integer values, al-
though that can be avoided with more specialized int-to-int hash libraries. Worse,
the hashing process means that the efficient ascending scan through counter num-
bers will turn into irregular accesses through the heap, even with the more special-
ized libraries. Finally, constructing the compressed bitmap index requires iterating
over the keys in sorted order. Sorting them is expensive.
5.8.14 Algorithm WHEAP
The effect of varying T on WHEAP are shown in Figs. 58a and 59a.
1. The effects of varying N are shown in Figs. 58b–58d and 59b–60c.
2. The percentage of
(a) cases where the algorithm achieved the fastest results is shown in Fig. 61a;
(b) cases where it was within 50% of the fastest result (including the fastest
cases) is in Fig. 61b;
(c) cases within 100% is shown in Fig. 61c.
(d) disastrous cases is shown in Fig. 61d. In such cases, the algorithm took
at least 10 times as long as the fastest algorithm.
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Figure 58: Varying T and N on WHEAP, synthetic data (effect of varying N uses
time relative to N = 32)
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(a) Vary T , N = 32
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(b) Vary N , T = 3
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(c) Vary N , T ≈ N/2
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(d) Vary N , T = N − 1
Figure 59: Varying T and N on WHEAP, real data (effect of varying N uses time
relative to N = 32)
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Figure 60: Effect of N (times relative to N = 32) for smaller values of N , on
wHeap
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Figure 61: Heat map showing when to use and when to avoid wHeap
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On synthetic data, the characteristics of the data were insignificant.
The time complexity has a logN factor, which presumably accounts for the
shape of the curves on synthetic data. As one of the ‘w’ algorithms, we could not
run all datasets with queries for N = 512. The WHEAP algorithm was usually
terrible.
5.9 Workload
Although we have seen the algorithms in isolation, we still want some way to say
that “Algorithm X is better than Algorithm Y”. To do this, we can examine total
time taken on a particular set of queries (workload). However, we wish to control
for the different sizes of the datasets—otherwise, performance on small datasets
will be disregarded. Therefore, we use a workload that assumes fast-running (for
some algorithm) queries are issued more often than queries that are slow (for all
algorithms).
Fig. 62 shows how the various algorithms fare for a threshold of 19 over 32
bitmaps. Since the datasets are of varying size and we do not want the largest
datasets to dominate the effects, we normalize the running times on a dataset D
by dividing the running time by the fastest running time of any algorithm on D.
I.e., if tA(D) denotes the actual running time when algorithm A processes a given
collection of queries on dataset D, then its normalized time is
tnormA (D) = tA(D)/minA′
tA′(D).
This is similar to saying that we have a workload where queries against the
smaller datasets are more frequent. It makes equal each dataset, in that the to-
tal time spent on all queries (executed by the fastest algorithm) for two different
datasets would be equal. If one algorithm were fastest in all 6 cases, its total bar
height would be 6. We see no bar is quite that low, but SCANCOUNT, RBMRG,
TREEADDand SRTCKT look promising. (Many of the other algorithms look bad
because they performed very poorly on one dataset, PGDVD-2gr.)
Looking at bars whose colours are unequal, we identify several algorithms that
are sensitive to the characteristics of the datasets (for instance, the various wrapped
algorithms seem to do more poorly on PGDVD-2gr and PGDVD-3gr than other
datasets, whereas LOOPED finds IMDB-3gr difficult. RBMRG, the adder and sort-
ing circuits, and SCANCOUNT seem less sensitive to the datasets than other algo-
rithms.
However, if we repeat the process for thresholds 3 or 31 on 32 bitmaps, results
differ (see Figs. 63 and 64. For T = 31, DSK works particularly well and LOOPED
is about 10 times slower than optimal, whereas for T = 3 LOOPED performs
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Figure 62: Relative speeds of algorithms over a collection of queries with T = 16
and N = 32.
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best and DSK is roughly 40 (250/6) times slower than optimal. (Note that the y
range changes in these figures). Algorithms RBMRG and LOOPED are relatively
insensitive to the dataset. For T = 31 we see that the value µ for DSK affects
whether the PGDVD-2gr dataset is difficult.
5.10 Discussion
If we are to recommend only one threshold algorithm for similarity queries on run-
length compressed bitmaps, then RBMRG should be used. It was frequently the
fastest algorithm, and it rarely behaved disastrously. However, if T is very small,
LOOPED may perform better. As well, the sideways-sum adder circuit (SSUM)
performed well overall and was infrequently disastrous. Both LOOPED and SSUM
have the advantage that they can use an unmodified (perhaps closed-source) bitmap
library, whereas RBMRG would require adding code to the bitmap library. The
LOOPED algorithm has the advantage of simplicity, since a substantial implemen-
tation effort is required with any of the circuit-based approaches.
The simple SCANCOUNT depends heavily on the dataset. On some datasets,
its performance is frequently best, whereas in others, it is frequently terrible. Its
use is risky. The hash-map variant, HASHCNT, is almost always disastrous.
For similarity queries over run-length compressed bitmaps, the ‘w’ implemen-
tation approach (transform the data into lists of sorted integers) cannot be recom-
mended. We observed many cases where the list of integers was much larger, thus
creating memory problems. Also, the time cost in doing the conversion is too high.
Well-known pruning-based algorithms such as MGOPT and DSK are not suit-
able for general threshold computations over bitmaps. In cases where T ≈ N , they
often do well (but many times, so does RBMRG). There are some applications
where the requirement for a large T can be met. For instance, using the formula
in [25] (which they credit to Sarawagi and Kirpal [35]) with strings of length 64,
if we are interested in finding the strings of edit distance at most two from some
target using trigrams, the appropriate threshold is 64 + 3− 1− 2 ∗ 3 = 60.
5.10.1 Performance counters results.
Execution times include factors other than the number of instructions executed.
Pipeline stalls due to cache or translation-lookaside-buffer (TLB) misses can lead
to unexpectedly poor running times. To assess our implementations, we generated
10 “Random attributes” queries (such as those used in the top of Table 5) and
used the Linux perf stat tool to monitor various cache-miss rates as well the
overall instructions-per-cycle figure of merit. Our focus was on the most promising
algorithms. Although the data generation phase was included, it took much less
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Figure 63: Relative speeds of algorithms over a collection of queries with T = 3
and N = 32.
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Figure 64: Relative speeds of algorithms over a collection of queries with T = 31
and N = 32.
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Table 12: Hardware performance counter results.
Algorithm IPC Miss rates (%)
L2 L3 TLB-load TLB-store
SCANCOUNT 1.9 5.0 0.31 4.2× 10−3 7.4× 10−4
W2CTI 2.0 11.9 0.90 3.6× 10−2 6.7× 10−2
MGOPT 2.2 1.7 0.16 5.7× 10−2 8.0× 10−4
DSK 2.2 1.8 0.17 3.8× 10−2 7.4× 10−4
SSUM 2.1 5.9 0.43 7.1× 10−3 2.1× 10−2
LOOPED 2.1 8.4 0.31 5.0× 10−3 2.3× 10−2
RBMRG 2.1 6.1 0.17 1.9× 10−1 4.4× 10−3
than 1 s, and the query was repeatedly executed for 100 s. Query input volumes
ranged between 103 kB and 43 MB, so the computation cannot be done entirely in
cache. The formulae used to calculate the L2 and L3 miss rates were non-obvious
and found on an Intel forum [6, 17], which indicates there is no way to calculate
the L1 miss rate. Results are in Table 12.
The table shows remarkable consistency in Instructions Per Cycle (IPC). Al-
gorithms DSK and MGOPT put the least load on the memory system, whereas—
unsurprisingly—W2CTI put the most load on it. The RBMRG algorithm had the
worst TLB performance, but very good results for L3. Understanding the behaviour
of an algorithm on different cache levels is important for parallel computing. In a
multithreaded environment, we will want to do most of our computation within L1
and L2 (on our processor, L3 cache is shared between all cores, unlike L1 and L2).
6 Conclusion and Future Work
This report has considered algorithms for threshold (and more generally, symmet-
ric Boolean functions) on bitmaps, both compressed (EWAH) and uncompressed
(BITSET). The algorithms both include known algorithms that have been adapted
so they work with bitmaps (rather than sorted lists of integers), and also include a
number of novel algorithms.
Experiments were conducted using small synthetic datasets, as well as several
moderately large real datasets. The use of similarity queries and the choices of real
datasets mean that our results can be related to those in previous work, such as that
by Li et al.
We have seen that the most straightforward algorithm, SCANCOUNT, can of-
ten be outperformed on similarity queries over bitmap indexes. This observation
is consistent with previous results reported by Li et al. when the data was repre-
sented as sorted lists of integers. Nevertheless, it is not disastrous if the bitmaps
are sufficiently sparse. We have also seen that the other algorithms from Li et al.
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are highly dependent on the characteristics of the data and the selected threshold.
When T is near N , they are frequently good. However, for other values of T they
can behave very poorly. For EWAH compressed bitmaps, the RBMRG algorithm
exploits the runs in the data and rarely behaves badly. For both compressed and
uncompressed (BITSET) bitmaps, the algorithms based on Boolean circuits per-
form well. Of TREEADD, SSUM and SRTCKT, we recommend SSUM. It uses
fewest operations for large N and seems to be less dependent on the data charac-
teristics than TREEADD or SRTCKT. These algorithms are not affected much by
the choice of T , and can make use of an unmodified bitmap library. A disadvantage
is that considerable implementation effort is required. An alternative adder design,
CSVCKT, has a much simpler implementation. However, its performance does not
match SSUM or TREEADD. It should be possible to implement SSUM following
the general style of CSVCKT, rather than using the explicit circuit approach. The
simple LOOPED algorithm also can use an unmodified bitmap library, and it is an
excellent choice when T is very small. While it becomes worse as T grows, the
growth on actual data may be significantly better than our theoretical worst-case
analysis suggests.
For future work, we should broaden the threshold computations to include
those needed to answer queries other than similarity queries. We have seen that
similarity queries tend to use bitmaps that are significantly denser than the average
bitmap present in an index. We have identified another class of queries as being
interesting, wherein a random attribute value is selected for each of N attributes,
as we did in Table 5. This will end up choosing sparser bitmaps and is likely to
favour SCANCOUNT.
Our work has considered N values up to 512. Yet we use datasets whose in-
dexes have tens of thousands of bitmaps, and datasets with millions of bitmaps are
not out of the question. Would there be applications where N = 1, 000, 000 would
be useful? If so, which algorithms should be used? The circuit-based algorithms
will become infeasible for extremely large N , but which of the others can be used?
Can new algorithms be developed for this case?
We have seen that several algorithms need certain characteristics of the data
in order to be successful. To date, we have mostly looked at the sparseness of
the bitmaps or their RUNCOUNT. Are there other data characteristics that can
determine whether a given algorithm should be recommended? If so, can we find
ways to compute these characteristics or maintain them in the DBMS?
Finally, algorithms can be parallelized, and while most of our threshold compu-
tations take only a few milliseconds, we have some that may take tens of seconds.
If we try extremely large N values, this may increase. At some point, it may be-
come important to have one threshold computation run faster than is possible using
a single core. For multicore processing, a particular challenge is that all cores
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compete for access to L3 and RAM. E.g., this means that it is best if intermediate
results fit in L2 cache.
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A IMDB dataset
The IMDB dataset was used in [25], but the details necessary to prepare an identical
copy of the dataset were not given. The IMDb organization makes its data available
for noncommercial use, but it is not free data. The conditions also explicitly forbid
using it to make an online database: this may prevent us from distributing the final
dataset we obtained. However, the following steps can be followed:
1. Download actors.list.gz from ftp://ftp.sunet.se/pub/tv+
movies/imdb/. In autumn 2013, the gzipped file was 223 MB; uncom-
pressed it was 803,˙MB. Li et al. noted the actors list was 22MB [25].
2. Find the line Name\s+Title, skip the following line, then process lines
until a line consisting of at least 60 -’s is reached (several hundred lines from
the end of the file.
3. For the processed part of the file, take every line that is non-blank in column
1, and extract from column 1 to the first tab character as an actor name, using
the sed pipeline
sed ’/^ .*/d’ actorslistmiddle.txt | sed ’/^\s*$/d’ | sed ’s/
.*//’
where the apparent spaces are tabs. In autumn 2013, the result was 35 MB
with 1783816 actors. No other attempts to clean data or regularize punc-
tuation should be made. The number of unique bigrams was 4276 and the
number of unique trigrams was 50663. The number of unique bigrams is
larger than one might expect, because the actor list is international and has
many non-English names and stage names. Names can include punctuation
and other symbols. Also, our n-grams are case sensitive.
Note that the comma-space bigram occurs in almost every name due to the
heavy use of the "surname, firstname" pattern. There may be some other
extremely common bigrams. The majority of n-grams occur very rarely,
however.
The database has grown: [25] report 1,199,299 names with total size 22 MB,
and the number of unique grams was 34737. (They used 3-grams.) We determined
that the bitmap indexes would have about 35 million set bits. Considering the 1.7
million actors, this means about 20 bigrams or trigrams per actor on average, very
similar to the 19 reported by Li et al. [25].
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B Compiled code
Our experiments compiled Boolean circuits into a number of different targets: Java
(using either the EWAH or BitSet libraries), C++ (uncompressed bitmaps stored in
arrays), or a custom byte-code that a Java program interprets (using either BitSet
or EWAH). We finally used the last approach, but the other targets are human-
readable and carry out the same logical operations.
The C++ code has a each bitmap as a fixed-size array of 64-bit words. Using
AVX, we could instead work with 256 (or 512, with AVX2) bit words.
For N = 5, T = 2 and the SSUM circuit we get the following. The function
is vertical, in that it takes complete input vectors and produces a complete output
vector. Internally, the computation is carried out in a memory-efficient, horizontal
(word at a time) manner.
void compiledFunc(long long **inputs, int vectLen,
long long *output) {
int ctr=0;
for (ctr=0; ctr < vectLen; ++ctr) {
long long gate2=inputs[0][ctr];
long long gate3=inputs[1][ctr];
long long gate4=inputs[2][ctr];
long long gate5=inputs[3][ctr];
long long gate6=inputs[4][ctr];
long long gate7=gate2 ^ gate3;
long long gate8=gate7 ^ gate4;
long long gate9=gate7 & gate4;
long long gate10=gate2 & gate3;
long long gate11=gate9 | gate10;
long long gate12=gate8 ^ gate5;
long long gate14=gate12 & gate6;
long long gate15=gate8 & gate5;
long long gate16=gate14 | gate15;
long long gate17=gate11 & gate16;
long long gate18=gate11 ^ gate16;
long long gate19=gate17 | gate18;
output[ctr] = gate19;
}
}
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The same example compiled to Java, for EWAH, is given below. Internally, a
vertical implementation is used. A last-use analysis removes references to bitmaps
that are no longer needed, to reduce memory use. A more sophisticated approach
would remove the null assignments for gates 2–6 (since references to these bitmaps
would be held by the caller), and 17 and 18 (since these references will be lost
before any more memory is required).
public static EWAHCompressedBitmap compiledFunc(
EWAHCompressedBitmap [] inputs) {
EWAHCompressedBitmap g2 = inputs[0];
EWAHCompressedBitmap g3 = inputs[1];
EWAHCompressedBitmap g4 = inputs[2];
EWAHCompressedBitmap g5 = inputs[3];
EWAHCompressedBitmap g6 = inputs[4];
EWAHCompressedBitmap g7 = EWAHCompressedBitmap.xor(g2,g3);
EWAHCompressedBitmap g8 = EWAHCompressedBitmap.xor(g7,g4);
EWAHCompressedBitmap g9 = EWAHCompressedBitmap.and(g7,g4);
g4= null;
g7= null;
EWAHCompressedBitmap g10 = EWAHCompressedBitmap.and(g2,g3);
g2= null;
g3= null;
EWAHCompressedBitmap g11 = EWAHCompressedBitmap.or(g9,g10);
g9= null;
g10= null;
EWAHCompressedBitmap g12 = EWAHCompressedBitmap.xor(g8,g5);
EWAHCompressedBitmap g14 = EWAHCompressedBitmap.and(g12,g6);
g6= null;
g12= null;
EWAHCompressedBitmap g15 = EWAHCompressedBitmap.and(g8,g5);
g5= null;
g8= null;
EWAHCompressedBitmap g16 = EWAHCompressedBitmap.or(g14,g15);
g14= null;
g15= null;
EWAHCompressedBitmap g17 = EWAHCompressedBitmap.and(g11,g16);
EWAHCompressedBitmap g18 = EWAHCompressedBitmap.xor(g11,g16);
g11= null;
g16= null;
EWAHCompressedBitmap g19 = EWAHCompressedBitmap.or(g17,g18);
g17= null;
g18= null;
return g19;
}
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Figure 65: Suboptimality (for cases when the algorithm was at least 10% slower
than the fastest algorithm). IMDB-2gr, N ≤ 512, Similarity(100) queries.
C Suboptimality plots
We compare, for each competition, each algorithm’s running time to the best run-
ning time. The suboptimality is the additional running time the algorithm requires,
compared to the best running time of any of the algorithms, divided by that best
running time. For each algorithm, we show the distribution of its suboptimality
scores on the competitions. Since the y axis is logarithmic, we do not show the
cases where the algorithm’s running time was within 10% of the best running time.
The order of algorithms on the x axis is by increasing mean suboptimality.
C.1 Wide range of N
Some cases were omitted, when too much memory was required. See Figs. 65–69.
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Figure 66: Suboptimality. IMDB-3gr, N ≤ 512, Similarity(100) queries.
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Figure 67: Suboptimality. PGDVD-3gr, N ≤ 512, Similarity queries.
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Figure 68: Suboptimality. PGDVD-2gr, N ≤ 512, Similarity queries.
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Figure 69: Suboptimality. PGDVD, N ≤ 512, Similarity(100) queries.
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Figure 70: Suboptimality. IMDB-2gr, N ≤ 128, Similarity(10) queries.
C.2 Narrower range of N
See Figs. 70–73.
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Figure 71: Suboptimality. IMDB-3gr, N ≤ 128, Similarity(10) queries.
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Figure 72: Suboptimality. PGDVD, N ≤ 128, Similarity(10) queries.
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Figure 73: Suboptimality. CensusIncome, N ≤ 128, Similarity(10) queries.
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Figure 74: Suboptimality. IMDB-2gr, N ≤ 32, Similarity queries.
C.3 Narrowest range of N
See Figs. 74–77.
D SCANCOUNT on BitSet
The code for SCANCOUNT on BitSet inputs is particularly simple.
A r r ay s . f i l l ( coun t s , 0 ) ;
f o r ( B i t S e t bs : i n p u t s A s B i t S e t s )
f o r ( i n t k = bs . n e x t S e t B i t ( 0 ) ; k >= 0 ;
k = bs . n e x t S e t B i t ( k + 1 ) )
c o u n t s [ k ] + + ;
scanCountAns . c l e a r ( ) ;
f o r ( i n t k =0; k < c o u n t s . l e n g t h ; ++k )
i f ( c o u n t s [ k ] >= K) scanCountAns . s e t ( k ) ;
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Figure 75: Suboptimality. IMDB-3gr, N ≤ 32, Similarity queries.
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Figure 76: Suboptimality. PGDVD, N ≤ 32, Similarity queries.
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Figure 77: Suboptimality. CensusIncome, N ≤ 32, Similarity queries.
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